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ABSTRACT 

Several •features of fission and spallation reactions proceeding 

through astatine compound nuclei formed by carbon-ion and nitrogen-ion 

bombardment have been investigated. The kinetic-energy spectra of the 

fission fragments were observed at various angles to the beam over a range 

of bombarding energies by use of two types of detectors, gas scintillation 

chambers and diffused p-n juntions. Cross sections for neutron-evaporatidn:..1.  

reactions were determined by radiochemical measurement of the production 

of astatine isotopes. 

Analysis of the fission-fragment angular distributions according to 

the models by Halpern and Strutinski and by Griffin, together with the 

dependence of the fission and spaflation cross sections on bombarding 

energy, suggests'that fission is frequently preceded by evaporation of 

neutrons and charged particles. This result is explained on the basis of 

increasing probability for charged-particle emission with excitation 

energy and hindrance of neutron evaporation at low energies due to angular-' 

momeitum and level-density effects. The latter argument is also used to 

explain discrepancies between experimental and theoretical shapes of the 

excitation functions for neutron-evaporation reactions. 	Evidence has 

also been found that, in the astatine region, a larger total kinetic 

energy release is associated with symmetric fission than with the asymme' 

.tc modes. This is a reversal of the trend found in heavier elements. 

In order to obtain the data presented in the main body of the 

thesis, several supplementary investigations were necessary. These are 

discussed in the appendices. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The work presented here is a study of fission and spallation reactions 

induced by heavy-ion bombardments in which the compound nuclei formed.are 

in the astatine region. A number of quantities pertaining to fission have 

been measured, as well as some excitation functions for spallation 

reactions. 

Nuclear fission was discovered by Hahn and. Strassman in 1938.1 Since 

then, many attempts have been made to interpret the fission process 

theoretically. Most of the treatments have been performed in the frame-

work of the liquid-drop model, originally proposed by Bohr and Wheeler 2  

and Frenkel. 3  According to this theory, the nucleus is pictured as a 

uniformly charged liquid drop. Fission occurs if the liquid drop is dis-

torted beyond the point where further distortion decreases the Coulomb 

energy faster than it increases the surface energy of the drop., A 

fundamental quantity that evolves from this model is Z 2/A. Although some 

correlations of relative fissionabilities ' and spontaneous-fission half 

iives6' with Z2/A have been moderately successful, it'is not clear that 

all the properties of the fission process can be explained by the liquid-

drop model. 

Probably that property of the fission process most difficult to 

explain is the distribution of masses' of the fission fragments. At low 

excitation energies, in the actinide elements, asymmetric fission events 

are much more probable than symmetric events.8910 As the energy is 

raised, symmetric division becomesmorepröb1e. Various explanations for 

the large probability for asymmetric division at low energies have been 
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11-15 
advanced. 	Some of these theoretical treatments have yielded good 

agreement with the low-energy experimentl results, but it would appear 

difficult for them to explain the change in mass-yield distributions with 

increasing energy. The situation is further complicated by the results of 

Fairhall et al., who ind that at the lowest energies at which fission is 

experimentally observable in elements below actinium, the mass-yield 

curves consist of single narrow peaks centered at approximately half the 

mass of the fissioning nucleus, indicating that symmetric fission is 
16 	 226 

highly favored. 	A very striking result is obtained when Ra 	is 

bombarded with 11-Mev protons. In that case, the mass-yield curve exhibits 

three peaks, indicating roughly equal probabilities for symmetric and 

asymmetric division. 

Much of the information on relative fissionabilities in the heavy 

element region has been obtained by measurements of spallation yields in 

reactions induced by charged particles. This method, originally devised 

by Glass and co-workers 11  and refined by Vandenbosch et al.,lO involves 

determination of the cross sections for neutron-evaporation reactions and 

comparison of these experimental results with cross-sections calculated 

according to the Jackson model. 19  Since the Jackson calculations have been 

successfully fitted to the experimental cross-sections in regions where 

fission is not a competing reaction, differences between calculated and 

experimental.neutron-evaporation cross sections in the heavy-element •region 

have been attributed to fission competition. 

The results of many of these studies in the heavy-element region are 

consistent with the assumption that Ff/Fn (the ratio of level width for 

fission to level width for neutron emission) for a given nucleus is in- 
1 

dependent of energy. '
17 ' l8 '2O However, in elements with Z < 90, there is 

considerable evidence that f'f/F is a strongly increasing function .of 
16, 	n 

excitation energy. 
8, 	21 Fairhall, Jensen, and Neuzil suggest that these 

results, and the mass-yield data discussed above, can be explained by the 

assumptions that (a) symmetric and asymmetric fission are two distinct 

processes; (b) the probability for symmetric fission has a strong dependence 

on Z, but little .A dependence; (c) the probability for symmetric fission 
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(relative to neutron emission) increases up to some limiting value with 

increasing bombarding energy, and (a) at energies above the neutron bind-

ing energy plus the fission barrier, the probability for nisynnietric 

fission is a decreasing function of excitation energy. 1 

In addition to the probability of fission, several obher quantities 

related to fission have been of interest. Terrell has successfully 

•correlated the average total fraent kinetic energy release with Z2/A1/3 

of the fissioning .nucleu. 22  This result implies that fragment kinetic 

energies arise from mutual Coulombic repulsion of the two fragnients. 

Quantitatively, the kinetic energies are about 25%  lower than expected on 

the basis of such a model This is presumably due to distortion of the 

fragments from sphericity at the time of scission. This model, however, 

has not successfully explained the variation of total kinetic energy 

release with the ratio of fragment masses for a given fissioning nucleus 

(see Section Iv). 

In 1955,  Bohr proposed a model which explained the then existing• 

data on fragment angular distributions resulting from photon- and neutron- 

induced fission. 23  Sine then, Halpern .and Strutinski 2  and, independently, 

Griffin25  have extended this model quantitatively to explain more recent 

angular-distribution data from neutron- and charged-particle-induced 

fission. These theories are discussed in detail in Section IV. 

Heavy-ion-induced fission and spallation reactionsshould be par-

ticularly inteiestng for a number of reasons. For one thing, the 

particle energies obtainable from the Berkeley heavy-ion linear accelerator 

(hereinafter referred to as the 1tHi1ac)  make possible the study of coin-

pound nuclei at very high excitation energ.ies (for example, approX. 

100 Mev for full-energy C 12  bombardments). The calculations of Ericson2  

indicate that the compound-nucleus model, originally proposed by Bohr, 27  

• 	 should retain much of its validity at these high energies when formed by 

heavy-ion bombardment. This is in contrast to reactions induced by 

smaller particles, say protons, in which interpretation of the results is 

made more difficult by direct particle-particle interactions that may take 

28  place during the initial phrses of a nuclear reaction.  
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Probably the most interesting feature of heavy-ion reactions is the 

large amount of angular momentum that may be imparted to the compound 

nucleus by the incoming beam particle. 29  Pik-Pichak t s calculations pre-

dict that the effective barrier heights for fission are reduced as a result 

of large angular momenta. 30  Such an effect would increase Ff/Fn  relati 

to its value at low angular momenta. There is another effect which also 

tends to produce the same trend. The calculations of Ericson idicate 

that high-spin states are •rather improbable in nuclei excited only to 

energies of the order of tIneutron binding energy or lower.
31 
 Thus the 

probability for neutron emission from high spin levels to residual nuclei 

at low excitation energies is decreased relative to its value when the 

evaporation proceeds from a low-spin state. As a result of high angular 

momentum, one therefore expects (a) fission to compete more successfully 

with evaporation of small particles, such as neutrons, protons, etc.,and 

(b) neutron evaporation to compete less successfully with fission and 

charged-particle emission than at low angular momenta. Huizenga has dis-

cussed some results which are In .areemer with those predictions. 21  

In this work, several of the quantities relatived to heavy-ion-

induced fission have been studied. In order to do this, fission fragments 

were observed with two types of detectors, gas-scintillation and solid-

state detectors. By observing the spectra of fragment kinetic energies at 

various angles to the beam it was possible to obtain information about 

fragment angular distributions, total kinetic energy release, fission 

cross sections, and momentum transfer by the bombarding particle to the 

compound system. Also, some cross sections for neutron evaporatioi result- 
11 

ing from the bombardment of platini,im with N ions have been determined. 

There were a number of reasons for concentrating these studies on corn-

pound nuclei in the astatine region. The astatine isotopes which result 

from neutron-evaporation reactions decay by alpha-particle emission 

with half lives which are convenient for observation. 32 	However, 

this advantage is somewhat negated by uncertainties in the alpha/EC 

branching ratios andthe possible existence of unobserved isomers, •  

particularly for the odd-odd isotopes. The compound nuclei that 

are formed are near the region in which Fairhall 
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16 
et al. have observed the drastic changes in mass-yield distributions. 

Also, it was expected that fission would not predominate over other 

reactions as much as it does in the heavy-element region. There are many 

data available for possible correlations in this..region. Besides the 

fission results already mentioned above, Polikanov and Druin have measured 

many heavy-ion-induced fission cross sections in this region. 33  

Baraboshkin,. Karamyan, and Flerov have determined several. (N,xn.) reaction 

cross sections on gold, 	and, concurrent with this research, Lai4mer and 

Thomas studied the (C 
12 
 ,xn) reactions on gold. 35  In addition, considerable 

• 	 209 	 • 5,36 
data on the spallation excitation, functions of Bi 	+ He are available. 

Tarantin et al. have investigated the fragment mass-yield distribution 

from fission of gold with 115-Mev N particles. 31 Preliminary work on the 

spallation cross sections in the Pt + N system has been reported by 

Burcham and Haywood. 3 	 .. 

The experimental procedures and results are discussed in Section II 

and III, and the analysis of the results is discussed in Section IV. 

Some supplementary investigations are described in the appendices. 



II. FISSION COUTflING EXPERINENTS 

A. Experimental Procedures 

1. Gas Scintillation Method 

Introduction 	 - 

A fairly complete survey of the field of gas scintillation counting 

has been given by Sayres and Wu. 39  This technique has been used by Nobles 

and Leàchinan for observation of the kinetic energy spectra of fragments 
226 	 40 from the fission of Ra 	by neutrons. 

• 	The gas scintillation method has two important advantages over 

techniques previously used for counting and analyzing the energy of 

fragments from beam-induced fissions. First, the pulses obtained have 

fast rise times (approx 108  sec) 	This was quite iportant in the 

fragment-counting experiments because, at angles near thebeam direction 

or at low bombarding energies, the ratio of scattered beam particles and 

light reaction products to fission fragments was quite large. In these 

cases it was necessary to withstand large counting rates of low-energy 

pulses in order to obtain good statistics on the number of fission-

fragment counts in a reasonable length of time. Under these conditions, 

a slower counter would have made the "pile-up" of small pulses more 

serious. Unfortunately, no fast electronic system for amplification and 

discrimination of the pulses was available during the work, so that much 

of this advantage was lost. 

The other chief advantage of this technique is that the scintillat-

ing material is of low density, and therefore, rather insensitive to the 

beta and gamma rays and neutrons associated with the heavy-ion beam. It 

was possible to make the counter just:lbng enough to stop the densely 

ionizing fission fragments while absorbing only a small fractionof the 

energy of the scattered beam particles. 

Construction and Characteristics of the Counter 

A schematic diagram of the gas scintillation bhamber is shown in 

Fig. 1. The fragments entered the chamber through a 0.03-mil Ni foil 

window, 1/4 in. in diameter, supported against the vacuum by a 

transmission 'flectromesh" grid.2  The photomultiplier tube (DuMont 6292) 
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Fig. 1. SchematiC dagrarn of the gas scintijato counter. 
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was seated on a flat rubber gasket on one end of the cylindrical gas 

chamber. The scintillating gas was argon, which was flushed through the 

chamber at atmospheric pressure. At the start of each series of experi.-

ments, gas was •flushad through the chamber for at least 30  mm. in order 

for the impurity concentration to decrease to an equilibrium value. It 

was possible to determine that stability had been atined when the pulse 

heights of successive Cr252  spontaneous-fission calibrations were the 

same. 

The.chamber wal ls. were.coated with Tygon (Tb) paint which served as 

the reflectOr. Its performance was equal to that of the more commonly 

used MgO, and it was mechanically more stable. The "wave-length shifter, 

diphenyl stilbene, was sublimed .onto the chamber walls and the face of 

the photomultiplier tube. 

A block diagram of the electronic system is shown in Fig. 2. High 

voltage on the photomultiplier tube was normally maintained at 1000;tho 

1100 volts. After amplification by the linear amplifier, pulses from the 

photomultiplier were sorted and stored in the Penco (Pacific Electro-

Nuclear Co. 100-channel analyzer, Model PA_1). 

The pulse generator was included mnthesystem in order to determine 

coincidence losses and to detect changes in gain and resolution due to 

low-energy pulses and noise in the electronic system. The pulse was 

triggered by a pulse from the lilac electronic system which preceded the 

start of the beam burst by 2.5 msec.. A variable delay in the pulse 

generator made it possible to produce the pulse either during the 2-msec 

burst.s or in the interval between them. By comparinnthe known number of 

pulses sent into the system with the number that appeared under the pulse-

generator peak in the spectrum from the Penco, the correction factor for 

coincidence loss could be determined. This factor seldom exceeded 1.2. 

Corrections for gain and resolution changes were determined by comparing 

the position and half-width of the pulse generator peak onbeam-induced 

spectra to those of the spontaneous-fission calibration spectra. 

As an example of the type of rzpectra obtainable with this system, the 

upper curve of Fig. 3 shows a fragment kinetic energy spectrum obtained 
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Fig. 3. Cf252  spontaneous fission fragment kinetic energy 
spectra. Upper curve: This work, using gas scintilla- 
tion counter with the sample in the window position. 
Lower ôurve: Fraser.  and Milton, by time-of-flight method. 



with a Cf 252  spontaneous-fission sample in the window position of the 

chamber. For comparison, the lower curve of Fig. 3 shows the Cf252  

spectrum determined by Fraser and Milton, who used a time-of-flight 
43 method. 	Because of the nature of the fission-fragment kinetic energy 

distribution, it is difficult to assign a value for the: 'esolution of the 

counter, but areasonable estimate is 15%. This was rather high, but quite 

adequate for these, experiments. It shoud be noted that if a curve for 

energy vs. pulse height is constructed by using the two peak positions 

as calibration points, the curves obtained with the sample in the window 

position do not extrapolate to the origin; rather, zero pulse height 

corresponds to approx.8 to 10 Mev. This is apparently due to loss of 

light in the depression around the window, for when the sample is inside 

•the chamber, then within the limits of experimental error one obtains a 

linear dependence of pulse height on energy, with zero intercept. 

Examples of beam-induced fission-fragment spectra are shown in Figs. 

4 and 5. At high bombarding energies, the large number. of counts in the 

low-energy region resulted from Tt pile _up (coincidence of two or more 

pulses in the electronic system) of low-energy pulses. This was deter-

mined by reducing the beam level, which resulted in a decrease in the 

ratio of:low-energy pulses to fragment counts. Since the number of pile-

up puLses decreases exponentially with increasing energy, it was possible 

to subtract them .from the spectra by plotting the curves on semilogarithmic 

paper and extrapolating into the fragment-pulse region. Occasionally, at 

low bombarding energies, where the beam particles lose more energy per 

unit. path length, the elastic-scattering peak appeared in the low-energy 

tail of the fragment spectra. 
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2. Solid-State Conduction Counters. 

a. Background 

In recent years several attempts have been made to use non- or 

semiconducting crystals as radiation detectors. When a charged particle 

passes through such a crystal it loses energy by raising electrons to the 

conduction band of the crystal, leaving a positive ?tholeu  in the spot 

vacated by the electron. By suitable application of voltage across the 

crystal, the electrons and holes may be collected and the resulting 

pulse electronically counted or pulse-height analyzed. In theory, it 

should be possible to obtain much better energy resolution from a solid-

state detector than from a gas-filled ionization chamber. This is because 

much less energy is expended to form an electron-hole pair in a crystal 

than to form an ion pair in a gas counter. For example, itrequires about 

30 ev for ion-pair formation in most gases used in ion chambers, whereas, 

in a silicon crystal, it takes only approx. 3 ev for each electron-hole 

pair formed. Thus, for the same amount of energy deposited in each type 

of detector, a silicon crystal yields about ten times as much charge. 

Therefore, on the basis of statistics alone, the resolution of the solid-

state counter should be Jio, or roughly 3 times as good as that obtained 

with an ionization chamber. 

Much of the early work in the field of solid-state detectors is 

described in review articles by Champion, Hofstadter, 	and Chynoweth. 
46 

The counting properties of crystals such as diamond, AgC1, AgEr, CdS, and 

NaCl were studied. In theee experiments, electric fields of the order of 

5000 v/cm were generally used to collect the charges. None of the 

substances proved very satisfactory, as several difficulties were 

encountered. For one thing, the holes are often not very mobile, and 

thus are collected slowly if at all. Also, there are many imperfections 

in the crystals which may trap the elecrons or holes or both before they 

reach the edge of the crystal. The trapped electrons and holes eventually 

polarize the crystal so that subsequent pulses are smaller. Various 

methods have been used for depolarization of the crystals, but these are 

rather inconvenient. 
47-49  



The studies in which semiconductor crystals containing internal 

potential barriers were used havebeen much more successful. The first 

reported work is that of McKay, who used germanium containing an n t-p 

barrier to detect alpha parile. 5  Seera1 authors have reorted the 

studY of gold-doped germanium crystal detectors and germanium p-n 

junctions. 515  In general, it has been found that the signal-to-noise 

ratIo is a sensitive function of the temperature. Thus, while the 

detectors yield very good energy resolution at low temperatures, noise 

• becomes a problem .at room temperature. Larger signel-tO-noise ratios and 

better resolutièn at room temperature have been obtained by use of gold-

doped silicon crystals. This is to be expected on the basis of the 

larger energy gap in the electron energy levels in silicon (approx 1.1 

.ev, compared with 0.12  ev for germahiiLim). 57  

Several authors have measured the amount of energy lost .by..ioñizing 

particles per electronhole pair formed.5053)55861 For silicon and 

germanium these reported values range from .2.5 to 6 ev, with the lower 

numbers seeming more accurate. 

b. P-n Junctions 

In order to discuss p-n junction detectors, it is first necessary to 

describe some of the properties of p-n junctions more generally. It is 

not possible to do this in great detail, so the reader is referred to 
63 62, 

other works on this subject. 
51, 	The basic material of p-n junction 

detectors is normally a Group IV element, and in parti.Iiar, silicon 'or 

germanium. When .a small concentration of a Group III element, such,as 

boron, is added to a silicon crystal, there is an electron missing on 

each of the trivalent boron atoms. • That is, the silicon atoms are 

surrounded by eight (shared) valence electrons, whereas the boron atoms 

hàvé only seven. 	 . 

In pure ailicon it requires 1.1 ev to raise an 

valence band to the onduction band of the crystal. 

and the positive hole left byit inthe lattice may 
• 

	

	carriers. If boron is present, only about •05 ev 

an electron from the silicon valence band and place 

electron from the 

Both the electron 

act as current 

isrequired to raise 
61 

it on the boron atom. 
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The positive hole left behind is a current,carrier, but the electron on 

the boron is stationary. Because of their ability to accept,electrons, 

Group. III impurities are called ttacceptors  "''A silicon crystal contain-

ing acceptor impurities is designated as "ptype," because the conduction 

is by positive holes. 	 . 	. 
Similarly, Group V elements, such as phosphorus, have one extra 

valence,electron per atom. Only about ,O.O4 ev is needed to raise the 

electron into the conduction band. 6  This type of impurity is known as 

a ttdonor,tt  and .a silicon crystal doped with such impurity is called 
tm_type,.11  because the conduction is by electrons. 

In order to describe the effects that arise when p- and n-type 

crystals are joined, it is necessary to refer to the energy-level 

diagrams that represent them. These are shoim in Fig. 6a. 

In .intrinsic silicon, the Fermi energy, EF,  is one-half the energy 

gap, EG,  above the top of the valence band. At room temperature,.the 

acceptors in p-type silicon are nearly filled and a few electrons are 

present in the conduction band. As a result, the Fermi level is 

generally slightly above EA,  the height of the acceptor levels above the 

top of the valence band. The. concentration of electrons in varibus 

levels and the position of the Fermi level depend upon the concentration 

of the impurities. Similarly, at room temperature, most of the electrons 

from the donor atoms in n-type silicon are excited to the conduction 

band, and a few have been raised from the, valence band. Thus, the Fermi 

level is generally slightly below ED, the height of the donor levels 

above the top of the valence band. 

If p- and n-type silicon crystals are brought together, to form a 

p-n junction, the electrons from the conduction band of the n-type 

material flow into the p-type material and fill up any empty acceptor 

levels and most of the positive holes in the valence band in the region 

near the junction. This causes p-type material to become negatively 

chard and the n-type positively charged. Thus, the electron energy 

levels are raised on the p side of the 4unction and lowered on the n 

side. When equilibrium is reached, the Fermi level is at the same 

height on .both sides of the junction. This is shown in Fig. 6b. 
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The potential difference between the two sides of the junction, V 0 , 

is given by 

E -E Fp 
= Fn e  (n-i) 

where EF = Fermi energy in n-type material before forming the 
junction, 

EF =. Fermi energy in p-type material before forming the 
P 	junction, 

and 	e = charge of the electron. 

Although the potential difference is quite small .(approx 0.7 v in 

silicon), the change takes place over a very small distance so that the 

resulting electric fields may be as high as 10 to 10 v/cm. 

The use of p-n junctions as radiation detectors depends on the fact 

that there are very few current carriers in the region of the, junction. 

This region of high resistivity is called the "depletion layer' t  because 

of its lack of mobile charges. 

If the junction is reverse-biased, that is, if positive potential 

is applied to the n-type material and vice versa, the electron energy 

levels on the p-type side are raisedrelative to those of the'n-type 

side. This is shown in Fig. 6c. This potential causes the current 

carriers to be removed at greater distances on each side of the junction, 

thus increasing the width of the depletion layer, or barrier. The width 

of the barrier, W, is given by 

r€(v +v I 
1/2 

W =1.05 x 10 6 
 	

cm, (11-2) 

where € = dielectric constant of the semiconductor, 

V = the contact potential barrier in the absence of applied 
voltage, 

V = applied reverse-biás, 

and 	N = concentration of impurities in the silicon. 

This equation is based on the assumptions that (a) there is no n-type 

impurity in the p-type material, and vice versa; (b) the change from 
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p-type to n-type mater.ai  occurs in a distance short compared with the 

barrier width; and (c) the jnction is symnierical, that is, there are 

equal concentrations of impurities on the two sides. 

In piactice, however, p-n junctions are not normally not constructed 

in accdrd with the three assunpt.ions listed in the preceding paragraph. 

Assumption (a) is never absolutely obeyed, as it. is not possible to com-

pletely remove all the p- or n-type impurities. However, the concentra-

tion of the major impurity is generally so large compared with that of 

the other type that one can ignore the minor-impurity concentration. 

Assumption (b) is 1,5ften.invalid because .of the method by which the 

junction is constructed. It is not possible to take two semiconductors 

of oppcsite type and physically join them to form a p-n junction that 

has a. continuous lattice structure. The junctions are often constructed 

by starting with a semiconductor of one type and introducing a high 

concentration of the opp ,osite type of impurity into the lattice on one 

side of the crystal. The resulting junction is thus "smeared out" over 

some.finite distance. For such juic -bions. the barrier width, at low 

voltages, may be proportional to (v +v )1/3,  becoming proportional to 
(V+V8)h/2 in agreement with Eq. (11-2), at higher voltages. 

In many Instances, it is neither possible nor dsirable to have the 

junction obey the third assumption. The junctions are often produced by 

diffusion of one type of impurity into a crystal containing a uniform 

concent±ation of the opposite typeof impurity. In such crystals, the 

concentration of the diffused impurity, C, as a function of distancex 

from the face of the crystal is given by 

x/2TDt 

Cx 	
C0 [ - 	

exp(- 2/) . dx] 5  . ( 11-3) 

where C = concentration at the surface, 
0 

t = time of diffusioi process, 

and 	D diffusion constant of the impurity.  
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When the applied reverse bias on an unsymmetrical junction is 

creased, the depletion layer is extended into the two sides by magnitudes 

inversely proportional to the impurity concentration in each given 

material. For junctions in which the ratio of the impurity concentrations 

is quite large, the increase in depletion-layer width is mainly in the 

direction of the material having a low concentration of impurities. For 

these junctions, the barrier width is given by 

6 1 €(v +v ) 1 1/ 2  
W = 1.05 x 10 L 21eN a 

j 	cm, 	 (fl-li-) 

whe±'e N = impurity concentration (atoms/cm) on the low-impurity 
side. 

This equation may be expressed in more operational terms as 

W = l. 44 x 106 ()112 (Vo+Va ) l/ 2  cm, 	 (11-5) 

where p = resistivity of the low- impurity -concentration material 
in .l cm, 

the sum of the mobilities of the charge carriers in the 
lattice. 

The depletion layer, being devoid of mobile current carriers, acts 

as a dielectric medium between the plates of a capacitor. Because of the 

dependence of the depletion layer upon voltage, the capacitance C of a 

p-n junction is dependent upon the applied reverse bias, and is given by 

Ac (11-6) 
11t W 

where A = cross-sectional area of the junction. 

C. P-n Junctions as Radiation Detectors 

Because of the absence of mobile current carriers in the depletion 

layer, a reverse-biased p-n junction offers very high resistance to the 

flow of current. However, when ionizing radiation passes through this 

layer, it may lose energy by raising electrons from the valence band to 

the conduction band of the crystal; this process is similar to the pro; 

duction of ion pairs in a gas. Under the influence of the junction and 

applied potentials (as shown in Fig. 6c), the resulting electrons and 
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positive holes travel in opposite directions through the crystal, giving 

a voltage pulse which may be used to trigger a counter or may be recorded 

in a pulse-height analyzer. 

P-n junctions have been used much more successfully than other types 

of solid-state counters for a number of reasons. For one thing, it is 

possible to maintain .a very high electric field in the depletion layer 

with very low current flow. The positive holes in silicon semiconductors 

are quite mobile, theirmobility being from a quarter to one-half that of 

the electrons. This fact, coupled with the presence of more perfect 

lattice structures, has eliminated the problem of polarization, encountered 

in previous investigations with other types of solid-state counters. Also, 

p-n junctions have an advantage over all other types of detectors in that 

their pulse rise times are quite short. The rise time, governed by the 

time required by the current carriers tocross the depletion layer, is.1 

dependent upon the applied voltage and the temperature, and may be as low 

as 10Y1  sec. This is a calculated value, as it is not possible to 

measure it experimentally with present-day techniques. Potentially, 

semiconductors offer better energy resolution of pulses than gas-filled 

ionization chambers because of the lower energy required to produce a pair 

of chages in the semiconductor. 

d. Construction and Characteristics of the Solid-State Detectors 

Three silicon p-n junctions were studied. Their properties are 

listed in Table I. The first two were produced by William Hansen 

(Lawrence Radiation Laboratory) and the third was obtained from Hughes 

Aircraft Co, In .each case the p-n junction was formed by diffusion of 

a high concentration of one type of impurity into one face of a crystal 

containing a low concentration of the opposite type of impurity. The 

electronic system used with these detectors is shown in Fig. 7. 
Examples of the spetra obtained with these detectors are shown in 

Figs. 8, 9, and 10. The spectra of Fig. 8 were obtained by using a 

sample of Cf 252  as a source of 6.11-Me,v alpha particles. Figure 9 shs 

the spectra obtained at varipus applied voltages when 121.3-Mev.C 12 i:ons 

were elastically scattered from a thin gold target and observed at 30 deg 

to the beam. The energy of the carbon particles was varied by placing 
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Fig. 8. Cf252  alpha-particle spectra obtained with Hu-18 
p-n junction with various applied potentials.. 
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aluminum absorber foils in the beam path. The resulting curves are 

shown in Fig. 10. 

Table I. p-n jkinction properties 

Est. depth 

	

Base material 	 . 	 of junction 
Crystal 	 Resistivity 	Diffusant 	Area 	below surface 
number 	Type 	(ci cm) 	type 	(cm2 ) 	() 

Itá-1 	n 	 100 	 p 	"0.12 	3.1 

Há-2 s 	 n 	 100 	 p 	 -"0.22 	1.9 

Hu-18 	p 	1000 	. 	 II 	 .o;oa 	1.4 

Admittedly the resolution of the peaks of the •various spectra is 

not as good as that obtained in other work with semiconductor 

detectors. ~ 3 , 59  This is mainly because the electronic system was 

designed to handle the large pulses from the photomultiplier tube of the 

gas scintillation counter. In order to obtain better resolution it would 

have been necessary to lower the. noise level .in the electronic system and 

to amplify the pulses from the detector at an earlier point, preferably 

with a preamplifier inside the vacuum tank. 

The spectra of Fig. 9 are interesting in that .there appear to be 

two main groups of pulses. As the applied voltage is decreased, the 

number of counts in the higher-energy group increases relative to that 

of the lower-energy group. This was the only case in which such a phe-

nomenon was observed with any of the detectors. It was knom from 

experiments with another detector on this particular occasian that the 

C12  beam contained only one energy group. This is also shon by the 

mpectra of Fig. 10 obtained with degraded carbon beams. Other experi-

menters have found such effects when .usinga crystal which was scratched 

on the front surface during the polishing process. 66  Apparently it is 

due to some physical discontinuity in the crystal. 

The variations of pulse height due to the various radiations are 

plotted as functions of reverse bias in Figs. 11 and 12. 
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For a particle of given energy, whose range in the.serniconductor 

material is less than the thickness of the depletion layer, theheight 

of the pulse produced, VPH,  Is given by 

VPH = s/C, 	 (11-7) 

where C is the capacity and Q is the total charge collected. The 

capacity is the sum of the capacity of the detector, Cd plus the 

capacity of the external circuit, Cex• As indicated in Eq. (11-6), Cd 

isinversely proportional to the depletion -layer width. The width of 

the depletion layer is given by Eq. (11-4) or (11 -5). Collecting these 

terms, one expects the variation of pulse-height with applied potential 

to be 

= 	 . 
PH 	const;, 

(11-8) 
C + 	1/2 

As noted above, the barrier width may be proportionl to (V o+Va ) l/ 3  at 

low voltas. 

As the applied voltage is increased, Cd becomes small compared with 

the external capacity, and the pulse height for a given number of 

electron-hole pairs created approaches a maximum value of c/Cex.. This 

is clearly shown by the pulse heights produced by 6.11-MevCf 252  alpha 

particles when observed with the Hu-18 detector (Fig. 12). The 

capacities of Ha-i and .Ha-2 are larger relative to C• than that of Hu-18, 
ex 

thus the alpha-particle pulse-height curves for those detectors have not 

reached their maximum values at the highest .  voltages studied (Fig. ii). 

If the range of the particle being observed is longer than the 

• thickness of the sensitive counting region, W, the pulse-height-vs- 

voltage curve rises faster than predicted by Eq. (11-8). This is •because 

the pulse-height increase is due to an increase in WCY thus an .increase 

in the amount of energy deposited in W, in addition to the capapitance 

effect. This is apparently the reason why the 121,. 3-Mev C 12  pulse-height 

curve continues to rise after the alpha-particle curve has leveled of f in 

Fig. .12.. This is discussed below in more detail. 	 : 
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In order to obtain a pulseheight-vs-energy relationship for C 12  

particles observed in the Hu-18 detector, the pulse heights of the peaks 

of the various curves of Fig. 10 were plotted as a function of the energy 

of the carbon particles. The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 13. It 

was necessary to add 19 channels to the channel number of each peak to 

correct the pulse heights for the threshold setting of the analyzer. 

This figure was determined by a pulse-generator calibration of the 
252 

analyzer. Points for 6.11-Mev alpha particles from Cf 	and for the 

light- and heavy-mass groups of fission fragments from Cf 252  have also 

been plotted on the curve. The alpha-particle point was obtained from 

the 90-volt point of Fig. 12, plus a pulse-generator determination of the 

ratio of amplifier gains at the two settings used. It appears in Fig. 

13 that 

pulse height is proportional to the energy deposited by the 

particle in the sensitive counting region, 

alpha-particle and fission-fragment pulses fall on the same 

curve as carbon particles.. 

The first result is in agreement with previous studies of pulse heights 

vs energy,52535967  but this is the first demonstration that the relation 

is valid over such a wide, range of particle energies. The alpha-particle 

result is also in agreement with previous work in which the pulse heights 

of protons, He 3  particles, and alpha particles of various energieswere 

studied.' 6  Treatment of the fission-fragment data is discussed belot.: 

If one assumes that the rise of pulse height with voltage for the 

alpha-particle curve of Fig. 12 is due entirely to the capacity effect, 

it is possible to correct the carbon points for the decrease in capacity. 

From the pulse heights thus obtained one can, from the pulse-height-vs-

energy curve of Fig. 13, determine the energy deposited by the carbon 

particles in the sensitive counting region. By the use of range-energy 

curves for carbon particles in the detector material, it is possible to 

infer the thickness W of the sensitive counting region from the amount 

of energy deposited. Since range-energy data for carbon parti1es in 	-. 

silicon were not available, the curves for the neighboring element, aluminum, 

were used. 	This Is not expected to introduce any appreciable error. 
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The results of this analysis for the pulse heights produced by 

121.3-MevC 
12

particles, shown in Fig. 12, are shown in Fig. 14, where 

the apparent thickness of the sensitive region is plotted versus 

(Va+V)l( 2  where V (= 0.7 volt) is the internal potential barrier of 

the silicon p-n junction. The lower curve is the depletion-layer thick-

ness calculated according to Eq. (11-5).  The results indicate that Wc is 

larger than the depletion layer thickness by a roughly constant amount. 

This effect arises -because electrons produced in the p-type material 

beyond the depletion layer slowly diffuse into the barrier region and 

are accelerated across it. This causes a voltage pulse whose rise time 

is much longer than that from the charges formed in the depletion layer. 

However, if the pulses from the detector are not clipped with a very short 

time constant (RC) in the external circuit, a contribution from the 

electrons in the region beyond the depletion layer is included in the 

pulse. It is thus expected that the apparent thickness ofthe counting 

region would be decreased by use of a shortr time .constant in the external 

circuit. This effect does not occur with the holes formed in the n-type 

material on the face of the detector because of rapid recombination of 

charges in the region of high impurity concentration.c 

e. Use of the Solid-Stabe Detectors as Fission-Fragment Counters 

The spectra shown in Figs. 15 and 16 represent the kinetic energy 

distributions of fragments from spontaneous fission of Cf 252  observed in 

Hu-18 and Ha-2. From Fraser and Milton's time-of-flight data it is known 

that the energies corresponding to the two peaks of the kinetic energy 

spectrum are 10.7 and 79.8 mev. 43  The ratio of energies of the two 

groups is thus 1.31. From all the fission-fragment spectra obtained 

with the solid-state detectors in this study, the ratios of pulse heights 

are greater than 1.31. If pulse height is proportional to the amount of 

energy deposited by the fragments, independent of mass and atomic number, 

this result indicates that both fragment groups have lost energy in pass-

ing through the frdnt surfaces'cdf the detectors. The ratio of pulse 

heights of the two groups observed with Ha-1 and Ha-2 are plotted versus 

the applied voltage in Fig. 17. It is seen that the ratio is approxi-

mately independent of reverse bias. Thus the depletion layer increases 
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only slightly, if at all, in the direction of the front surface. This 

is in agreement with the ideas presented abOé in the discuasion of p-n 

junction theory. 

In order to determine the kinetic energy of fragments from heavy-

ion-induced. fission, it is becessary to make corrections for exiergy loss 

In the front surfabe of the detector. Two different approaches have been 

made to solve this problem. 

0none hand, one may assume that the pulse-height-vs-energy relation-

ship is the same for fission fragments aa for carbon particles. Thus the .  

positions of the peaks of Fig. 15 correspond to energies of 91.4 and 

65.6 Mev on the pulse-height-vs-energy curve of Fig. 13. The thickness 

of the "window is then determined from the energy loss of the light-

fragment group (lo4.7 - 91.4 = 13.3 Mev) and the fissio-fragment 

range-energ' data of Schmitt and Leachàb. 6  The check on the self- 

• consistency of this approach is to use the window thickness obtained for 

• the light-fragment group to dorrect the energy of the heevy'group. This 

procedure yields an energy of 80.4 Mev for the heavy group after. 

correction. This is in good agreement with the expected valueof 79.8 

Mev. 

The second method is to assumE that the pulse-height-vs-deposited-

energy curve for fission fragments is linear and passes through the 

origin. Various window thicknesses are assumed .and .energy corrections 

are made until the ratio of corrected energies is 1.31. The results of 

this analysis applied to the data of Fig. 15 are identical with those 

obtained using the first procedure. In each case the window thickness 

is found to be approx .350  Lg/cm2 . The produãers of the crystal estimated 

the window thickness to be about 170 19/cm2 . In view of the method of 

obtaining that estimate (from surface impurity concentration, diffusion 

time, etc.) the discrepancy is not alarming. Another possible cause for 

the discrepancy would be the presence of a coating of a light element, 

such as 6ygen, on the front surface. The estimated window.thicknesses 

listed in Table I were obtained by this procedure. 

The fission-fragment deposition energies obtained by the second 

method are plotted in Fig. 13. From the good agreement obtained, it 
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appears that energy deposited per elLctron-hole pair formed is the same 

for fission fragments as for carbon particles. If thre.is  any "ioniza-

tion defect" for fission fragments in the silicon detector it is too 

small to be, obs.rved by these techniques. It is expected to be small 

because of the small amount of energy required for 'elect;o,nhole pair 

formation Th. the semiconductor material. 70  

The Ha-2 detector was used for most of the heavy-ion-induced fission 

experiments. Of all the detectors, this one most nearly met the require-

ments of thos -experiments - physical size, resolution, low noise level, 

and small pulses from scattered partièies. Unfortunately, all measure-

ments with this detector were confindd to voltages below 22 volts, as 

the noise levelbecame severe at higher voltages. However, with 9 volts 

. reverse bias, the fission-fragment pulses were adequately separated from 

( scattered-particle pulses. This is shown in Fig. 18. As with the gas 

scintillation counter, pile-up of scattered-particle pulses in the slow 

electronic system was a serious problem at extreme forward angles, as 

shown in Fig. 19. 
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3. Bombardment Techniques 

The heavy-ion beams used in these experiments were obtained from the 

Hilac (heavy-ion linear accelerator). This isa resonant-cavity machine 

which accelerates various heavy ions up to a constant velocity, regardless 

of mass and charge state. The emerging beam particles have energies of 

* 10.1 Mev/nucleon, for, example, 124.8-Mev C12 . The beam normally was bent 

through 15 deg by a magn.etic fiel,d before being allowed to enter the 

target chamber. This was done in order to remove any other energy groups 

that might have been accelerated along with the principal energy group. 

The bombardments were made in the vacuum tank shown sc1ematically in 

Fig. 20. Before entering the tank, the beam passed through two 1/8-in. 

diameter collimators, 3 in. apart. A third collimator, 3/8 in. in 

diameter, inside the tank, prevented particles scattered by the second 

collimator from entering the counter when at forward angles. 

The targets were suspended from the lid of the assembly and could be 

rotated from outside the tank. Targets generally consisted of 100 to 200 

ig/cm2  of fissionb1e material (vaporized when possible) on 0.1-mil Al 

foil. When fragments were counted .at forward angles, the target was 

placed at 145  deg to the beam, with the target material facing away from 

the beam, and when counted at backward angles, the target faced the beam 

at 15  deg. 

The counter was attached to a table pivoted directly under the 

target, which could be rotate.d from outside the tank without destroying 

the vacuum. Gas lines for the scintillation counter entered the tank 

through the pivot. The range of angles obtainable was mechanically 

limited to 23 to 156 deg for the scintillation counter, and 8 to 174 deg 

for the physically smaller solid-state counter. The angle subtended by 

the counters () could be varied between approx 2 and Ii- deg by changing 

the radius. In normal use this angle was about 3deg. In order to 

observe fragments at extreme forward or backward angles, the counters 

were backed away from the target as far as possible, thus reducing the 

subtended angle to approx 2 deg. 
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After passing through the target, the beani was collected in ,a copper 

Faraday cup. When absolute beam currents were desired, a magnetically 

shielded cup in the port at the rear of the tank was used. .. A discussion 

of the calibration and properties of Faraday cups is given in Appendix A.  

For bombardments below the full energy of the Hilac beams, weighed 

aluminum foils were placed in the beam path ahead of the vacuum tank. 

The resulting energies were determined from the range-energy curves of 

J. R. Walton. 68 . 	. 	 . 

• 	The vacuum in the, tank was normally connected to that of the Hilac 

poststripper cavity and pressures were of the .order .of 5 x 10, . mm Hg. 

The :' tT t' assenibly, shown in Fig. 13 of Appendix A, was used for some 

of the experiments in which it .was necessary to observe the fragments 

only at 90 deg.tothe.bearn.  
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B. Experimental Results and Treatment of Data 

Types of Experiments 

Two types of experinents were usedto obtain the fission-fragment 

data. Angular distributions and kinetic energy spectra at various angles 

to the beam were obtained from bombardments performed in the vacuum tank. 

Both the gas scintillation and solid-state detectors were used in these 

experiments. It was feasible to obtain the complete angular distributions 

only at .a few widely spaced bombarding energies. In .order to obtain 

cross sections and fragment kinetic energies at intervening bombarding 

energies, fragments were observed only at 90 deg to the beam at many 

closely spaced bombarding energies. These experiments were performed in 

the "T" assembly, in which a gas scintillation counter was. fixed at 90 

deg to the beam. 

Kinetic Energy Data 

All the beam-induced fission-fragment kinetic energy spectra observed 

in this work were approximately symmetric in distribution. This is 

apparently the result of mass-yield distributions corresponding to 

symmetric fission in all the systems investigated. In interpreting the 

kinetic energy data it has been assumed that the most prpbable kinetic 

energy corresponds to the average kinetic energy per fragment for 

symmetric ditision of the fissioning nucleus. The calculations discussed 

in Appendix B indicate that this assumption is justified. 

Both types of fission-fragment detectors were calibrated periodically 

during a series of experiments by taking spectra from the Cf 252  spontaneous-

fission source. A curve of pulse height vs fragment energy deposited in 

the gas scintillation chmber was obtained by observing the Cf 252  spectrum 

with the sample in the window position. A spectrum was then obtained with 

the sample outside the window. The effective window thickness was deter-

mined from the energy lost by the two fragment groups in pasing through 

the window, and from range-energy data of Fulmer for fission fragments in 

nickel. 71  The effective window thickness determined in this manner was 

about 10% greater than the weighed thickness, apparently owing to buckling 

of the nickel foil under the 1-atmosphere pressure difference. 
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In this work anatteit was made to determine f'agment range-energy 

curves in nickel by observing the,  positions of the peaks corresponding to 

the two Cf 252  fragment groups as a frnction of the thiOkness of nickel 

placed between the source and the scintillation detector. The results 

of these experiments indicated that d.E/dx of the fragments remains nearly 

constant, decreasing only slightly between 100 and 30 Mev. This is in 

very poor agreement with Fulmer's data which indicate a general decrease  

of /dx with fragment energy. The reason for this discrepancy is not 

understoo,d. In principle, Fülmer T s results should be more accurate 

because he used , a nai'row spread of fragment masses, whereas in these 

experiments a.wide distribution of mases was always represented in the 

spectra. For this ,reson,, the data of Fulmer have been used in making 

corrections for energy loss in the windpw. The determination of the p-n-

junctIon ' t iindow" thickness with the aid of the Schmitt and Leachman data 

on fragment range energy in aluminum 'bats beei 'described in the discussion 

•of solid-state cunter. 6  

Before correction' of the eam-inthmced fragment kinetic energies for 

passage through the window, corrections: for any gain shifts in the 

electronic system were .mde by noting the position of the pulse-generator 

peak. Corrections for energy loss. ir the target material were made with 

the aid of the e'ripirical curves dIscissed in Appendix A. 

After tese 'corrections were made, the most probable kinetic energy 

was plotted as a 'function of laboratory-system angle. The results of 

this aalysis for Au - C 12  at three bombarding energies, and for Au + 

16.57Mev"0 6 , are shown in Figs. 21 and 22. The limits of error shown  

on the graphs represent uncertainty in determination of the channel number 

of the peaks of the kinetic energy spectra. 

For a given :energy in the center-of-mass system and value of , the 

energy in the laboratory system as a function of angle is given by (cf. 

Appendix B) 

Elb 	E(i + 2 + 2 T1 cosQ). 	' 	 1 -9)  cm 

The quantity ri is defined by the equation 

(u-b) 
cm 
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Fig. 21. Most probable kinetic energies as a function of 
• laboratory-system angle. Upper curve: Au + 164.5 Mev 

016.; lower curve: Au + 123-Mev C 12 . Experimental 
points from data taken with the gas scintillation 
chamber. 
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Fig. 22. Most probb1e kinetic energy as a function of 
11boratory-s7stem angle. Upper curve: Au + 93.3.-Mev 

lower curve: Au + 72.4-Mev C 12 . Experimental 
points from data taken with Ha-2 solid-state detector. 	• 
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where v 	= velocity of the compound nucleus in the direction 
comp of the beam, 

and 	v cm = velocity of the fragment in the center-of-mass 
system. 

The center-of-mass and laboratory angles are related by the 

expression 

sinQ 
tanQ 	

= 	cm 	• 	 (11-11) 
lab 	1+cosQ cm 

Various values of E and ri  were used in Eq. (11-9) to find thecm 
values that give best agreement with the experimental points of Figs. 21 

and 22. The resulting calcuJB ted curves are shown in the figures. 

Several observations may be made concerning these results. In 

general,thekinetic energies obtained with the solid-state detector.are 

higher than those obtained from the gas-scintillation data. This is 

probably due to the window corrections applied to the solid-state-

detector data. The window thickness for that counter was estimated on 

the basis of assumptions which cannot be fully justified until detectors 

are available in which the sensitive counting region extends to the front 

surface of the crystal. For this reason, the energy data from the gas 

scintillation chamber. ,  are considered more reliable, although, as noted 

above, the .rnge-energy data for nickel are subject to some question. 

There is reasonable agreement between the calculated curves and the 

experimentally determined kinetic energies, although at the forward angles 

of the curves for 123-Mev C 12  and l6.5-Mev 16 bombardments, the experi-

mental points appear to be too high. This error could arise from 

inaccuracy of the window corrections, as the range-en.ergy curves rise 

steeply in this energy region and Fulmerts data must be extrapolated for 

energies above 100 Mev. The discrepancy could also reailt from increased 

gain of the photomultiplier tube due to thehigh counting rate of scattered 

particles at small angles. Diamond has observed such .a phenomenon with 

this type of photomultiplier tube. 72  

If there is a complete transfer, Of momentum by the bombarding 

particle to the compound nucleus, ri  is given by the equation 
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2 = Ab Eb Afrag , 
	 (11-12) 

A 	cm comp 

where Ab  and  Eb  are the mass and energy of -the bombarding particle, Acomp 

is the mass of the compound nucleus, and A frag 	cm 
and E are the mass and 

center-of-mass kinetic energy of the fragment. Within the limits of 

experimental error, the Tj values used to fit the Elab_VS_Qlab data agree 

with the values calculated for full momentum transfer. In calculation 

of the values for full momentum transfer E has been obtaine4 from the cm 
gas-scintillation data, and most probable fragment masses of 100 and 102 

have been assumed for C 12 - and 016_induced fission of gold, respectively. 

These values have been estimated from the mass-yield data o.f .Tarantin 

et al.. for 115-Mev Na-induced fission of gold. 37  A summary of the fl 

values obtained by the various methods is given in Table II. 

Table II. Values obtained for the quantity i 

From E1 From angular Full mothentum 
System 

b 
vs9 distribution transfer 

. 	

lab  

Au + 16.5-Mev 016  0.288 ± 0.01 0,288 0.284 

Au + 123.3-Mev C 12  0.224 ± 0.01 0.223 - 	 0.218 

Au + 93.3-Mev C12  0.95 ± 0.01 0.188 0.192 

Au + 72.-Mev C o.16 	± 0.005 0.16 0.170 

In order to more carefully determine the variation of kinetic-energy 

release as a function of bombarding-particle energy, fragments were 

observed at 90 deg to the beam in the ITTt assembly for the systems Au + 

c12  and ft + N14 at various bombarding-particle energies. In the platinum 

experiments, a target enriched in pt198  was used. Its composition is 

given .in Section III. 

At 90 deg to the beam, the relation between E cm 	lab 
and E 	is given by 

Elb(90 deg) = E(1- 2 ), 	 (11-13) 
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thus, the center-of-mass energy obtained from the laboratory enex'gy is 

not very sensitive to the value used. From the results of the data 

on kinetic energy vs laboratory angle, the n values corresponding to fuj,l 
momentum transfer have been used in this equation. The results of these 

experiments are shown in Fig. 23. 	. 	 . 

3. Angular Distributions 	. . .. 	.. .. 	.. 

In order to obtain angular distributions of the fissibr fragments, 

the number of counts occurring in the fragment peaks of the knatic-

energy spectra were summed for each angle. At forward 8 ngles it was 

often necessary to perform a logarithmic subtraction of the background 

due to "pile-up" pulses in order to determine the shàpeof the low-energy 

tail of the fragment spectra. The total number Of fragments' was corrected 

for coincidence loss, and data at -various angles were normalized to the 

same amount of beam. During each series of angular-distribution experiments, 

measurements were frequently taken at 90 deg to detect any changes in tar-

ge.t thickness, absorber thickness, etc. The number of counts observed at 

each angle per unit beam was divided by the average number :oberved at 

90 deg in order to normalize the angular' distributions to unity at 90 

deg. The resulting angular distributions in the laboratory system are 

shown in Figs. 2 11 and 25. The limits of error shown in these figures 

represeit standard deviations in the number of counts plus estimated un-

certainty in extrapolation of the low-energy tails of the fragment 

kinetic energy spectra. The limits of error on the points of the Au + 
12 

72..4-Mev .0 distribution are rather large because the fission cross 

section is small at this energy; consequently, the number of fragments 

observed in a reasonable time of bombardment was much smaller than for 

the other systems. . .. . . 
2 As a first approximation, values of r from the kinetic energy data 

were used to transform the laboratory system angular distributions into 

the center-of-mass system. (A summary of the ri values used in 'the final 
transfdrmations is given in Table II. The transformed angular distribu- 

tions are shown In Figs. 32-36 below,) . . 
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Fig. 23. Most probable kinetic energy per I fragment in the 
center-of-mass system as a function of bombarding 
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Fig. 24. Angular distribution of fission fragments in the 
laboratory system. Upper curve, Au 197 + 123-Mev C12 ; 
lower curve, Au197  + 93-Mev C12. 
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Fig. 25. Fission fragment angular distributions in laboratory 
system. Upper curve Au + 72. 1l_Nev&-2 ; lower, curve: 
Au+ 16.5 Mev016. 
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14. 	Total Fission Cross Sections 

The total fission cross section is given by the expression 

a = 2 f (da/dLD) c  5flQcm dQ. . 	 (iI-l) 

This expression is equally valid if all quantities on the right refer to 

the laboratory system; however, because Of the rapid increase of the 

angular distributions at the forward angles in the laboratory system, it 

was considered more accurate to perform the integration in the center-

of-mass system. Equation (ii-i) may be rearranged to yield the 

expression 

a = 2(da/d)900 	
OC 	

dG, 	 ("-15) 

where all angles refer to the center-of-mass system. 

In operational terms, Eq. (II-15)may be expressed as 

2(frag/)90 	
, 	 (11-16) 

2N 	N tgt bp 

where Ntgt = number of target atoms per cm 2 , 

Nbp = number of bombarding particles, 

fra /&a)= number of fragments per unit solid angle emitted at 
 go 90 deg in the center-of-mass system, 

and X represents the integral of Eq. (11-15). The factor of 2 must be 

included in the denominator because two fragments are emitted per 

fission event. 

Values for 	frag°lab,90 as a function of bombarding-particle 

energy were obtained from experiments in the "T" assembly. In deter-

mining these values, it was neesry to calibrate the geometry of the 

gas scintillation chamber attached to the assembly. This was done by 

counting fission fragments from a Cf252  .;:sampie Tif knom activity placed 

in the target position. A small correction was also necessary for the 

number of beam particles determined from the Faraday-cupreadings. This 
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correction is discussed in Appendix A. Values for (dNfrag/&D) cm, 9O 

were obtained from those for (dNfrag/&D)lab,90 by use of the angular 

distributions and the transformations. 

For Au + C12  fission, the integral X was evaluated at the three 

bombarding energies for which the angular distributions were obtained. 

A smooth curve was drawn through the points of the center-of-mass angular 

distributions. At eachl5-deg interval the value of this curve was 

multiplied by sin 9cm and the resulting curve was gmphically integrated. 

The three values of X thus obtained are plotted as a function of carbon 

particle energy in Fig. 26. A smooth variation of X between the measured 

points is assumed. It should be noted that the value of X is rather 

insensitive to small .errors in the angular distributions, as it varies 

only between a value of 2 for isotropic fission and a value of i for a 

1/sin Q angular distribution. 

No angular distributions were obtained in the Pt + 	system. It 

was fit that the added complication of the many isotopes of platinum 

would make the interpretation of such angular distributions less clear-

cut. The values of X for this system have been estimated by assuming 

that they are equal to the 	
12 

values obtained in the Au + C systari when 

the compound nuclei in the two systems have the same average angular 

momenta. 

The fission excitation functions resulting from this analysis of 

the data are shown in Fig. 21. For the Au + C12  cross sections it shouJ 

be noted that although Faraday-cup,, geometry, and target-thickness 

measurements were made, any errors in these determinations cancel out 

because all these data are related to the elastic-scattering cross sections 
12 

of Au + 72.4-Mev C which were used for calibration of the Faraday cup 

(cf. Appendix A). Thus the magnitudes of the Au + C 12  fission cross 

sections are based on the assumption that at small angles the elastic- 
12 

scattering cross sections of Au + 72.-Mev C are equal to the values 

calculated from the .Rutherford equation. The limits of error on these 

points thus represent standard deviations of the number of fragments 

observed at 90 deg, and the number of elastically scattered particles 
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observed at small angles plus estimated uncertainty in the value of X. 

For Pt + N, it was not possible to relate the fission cross sections 

to elasticscattering cross sections because all counting was done at 

90 deg. Thus it is necessary to include uncertainty in the target thick-

ness. This may be rather large, as an electroplated target was used in 

these experiments. 
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III. SPALLATION EXPERIME1JTS 

A. Introductiai 

In this section, experiments are described in which the cross 

sections for various Pt(N1,xn)A.t reactions have been determined. Natural 

platinum consists of 1.2% pt198, 25.% Pt 196 33.7% Pt195 , 32.8% 

0.8% Pt 2 , and 0.012% Pt190 . In order to obtain individual cross 

sections for the reactions involving the various platinum isotopes, two 

types of experiments have been performed. 

• 	In .one series of experiments, a thin, natural-platinum target on 
14 

,0.25-mil Al backing foil was bombarded with N at : \T51bou5 energies. The 

target was mounted with the platinum on the backside of the aluminum 

foil. By means of the recoil technique previously described by several 

authors 7375  the astatine product nuciei were caught in another 0.25 -niil 

Al foil behind the target. Owing to conservation of the linear momentum 

of the incoming beam particles, the recoiling nuclei have rather large 
77 energies ('i1  to 9 Mev) and ranges in piatinum. 6 ' 	In pre1iminry 

experiments it was foufld that withtargets up to about 100 ig/crn 2  thick, 

approx 99% of the alpha activity produced was caught in the recoil 

catcher. By means of the tracer method described below, the amount of 

one or two of the predominant activities produced was determined as a 

function of bombsrding energy. 

In the other type of experiments, ratios of various activities pro-

duced were deterniine.d as functions of bombarding energy for the natural 

isotopic mixture and platinum enriched in Pt 198 (60.95% pt19, 26.41% 

Pt 196 8.9710 195 3.5Wo Pt 19 0.02% Pt 192 and 0.012% Pt 190) 
	

Com- 

bining these pieces of information with the isotopic compositions of the 

targes,it was possible to determine some of the Pt(m)At cross 

sections. 
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B.: Experinental Procedures 

1. Target Preparation and AssembLies 

The target used in the quantitativeexperimentswas prepared by 

vaporizing natural platinum from ,a hot tungsten filament. During the 

vaporization, the :0.25-mil Al backing foil was masked so that the coated 

area was well defined. The thickness of the depo .it  (60 g/cm ) was 

determined by weighing the backing foil before and after vaporization. 

The target was mounted on a.probe and placed in a "T" assembly similar 	V  

to that shown in Fig.  43 of Appendix A. The recoil catchers were also 

mounted on probes and positioned behind the target. The energy of the 

bombarding particle was varied by placing aluminum degrading foils in 

the beam path ahead of the ttT" assembly. Energies were determined from 

the range-energy data of S±1eld 8  and Roll and Steigert. 7  

Thicker ta'gets (about .200 to 300 9/crn 2 ) were used for the ratio 

experiments in order to produce more activity.. The targets were made by 
80 

the standard. electroplating procedure for platinum. 	Metallic 

platinum was dissolved in aqua regia and evaporated nearly to dryness 

several times in the presence of excess HC1. This destroyed most of the 

nitrate and yielded H2PtC16 . The chioroplatinic acid was added to an 

aqueous. solution of diammonium and disodium phosphates. The resulting 

plating solution was boiled for several hours before being added to the 

electroplating cell. Metallic platinum was plated onto a 0.1-mil Ag 

foil which formed the base of the plating cell. During the. plating, 

which normally lasted about 20 mm, the voltage was kept at approx 2 v, 
.2 

with the current at approx 0.001 amp/cm . The plating solution was 

stirred by bubbling air, and kept near the boiling point by a heating 

coil .around the cell. Thicknesses were determined by weighing the foil 

before and after plating. The sample of metallic platinum enriched in 

Pt19  was obtained from Oak Ridge National Laboratory. . 

The targets were attached to stainless steel holders which could 

be mounted in the target portion of the TAG assembly (Target assembly, 

general) shown in Fig. 28. In order to preserve the targets, the recoil 

method was also used in these experinents. The 0.25-mil Al catcher foils 
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Fig. 28. Hilac TAG (Target asseni1y, general) target holder. 
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were mounted on holders and placed between the targets. Spacers were 

placed between all the foils to allow helium gas to circulate between 

them and minimize heating. The entire target assembly, including the 

absorbers, served as the Faraday cup.. No absolute cross sections were 

obtained with this arrangement, as the absolute. beam-current measurements 

were not considered reliable. 	. 

2. Chemical separations 	 . 
211 

Preliminary experiments showed that no At 	was produced in the Pt 

	

JJ .. 	211 
+ N bombardments, 	 i thus making t possible to use At 	as a tracer when 

211. 
quantitative yields were desired. The At 	..was produced free of other 

detebable alpha activity by bombarding Bi 299  with 28-Mew He ions at the 

Crocker 60 inch cyclotron. 6  In order to have the astatifle tracer in the 

same chemical environment as the Hilac-produced activity, the At
211 

 atoms 

were also caught in an aluminum recoil-catching foil Prior to the heavy-

ion bombardments, the recoil catcher was cut up and the alplia particles 

being emitted from each sample counted to obtain the desired amounts of 

• tracer activity. Following the heavy-ion b ombardment, the recoil catcher 

• containing the Pt + N1  products and a plate containing a own amount of 

tracer activity were simultaneously dissolved in 8 N HC1. The astatine 

was separated from other activities by extraction into DIPE (di-isopropyl 

ether). The DIPE fraction was transferred to a platinum counting disk 

and evaporated to dryness under a heat lamp. The resulting sample was 

placed in an alpha grid chamber and pulse analyzed to determine the 

amounts of principal alpha activities relative to that of the At 211 

tracer. 

It is felt that the above procedure is a reliable method for deter-

mining the chemical yield of the astatine. As nearly as possible, the 

tracer and heavy-ion-produced activities have received the same treatment 

throughout the experiments. The only obvious difference in the environ-

ments of the two astatine fractions is the depth of the deposits in the 

aluminum foils. The recoils produced by 28-Mev He bombardment receive 

less momentum, and thus are deposited closer to the surface than the 

recoils from Pt + ( 60-Mev) N reactions. 
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In experiments in whibh only the ratios. oactviti . s were deter-

mined, the astatine fraction was separated by a doubLe volatilization 
81 

method. 	The aluminum recoil catcher was cut from its hOlder, crumpled 

up, and dropped into a quartz cup similar to that.described by Holander. 2 

The cup was heated with a methane-oxygen blowtorch, melting the aluminum 

and volatilizing the astatine. The astatine was condensed on .an 

aluminum disk attached to awate'-cooled "cold finger." The aluminum 

disk was then detached from the cold finger, placed in another quartz 

cup, and gently warmed with a micrbburner. In this step, the astatine 

was condensed on a platinum counting plate attached to the cold finger. 

This double volatilizatioa yielded astatine free of other alpha-emitting 

products; The most serious contamination could come from the large 

amounts of polonium present. However, tracer experiments showed that 

about .50% of the polonium comes over in the first step, but less than 

0.02% in the second. The yield of astatine from the two steps was about 

50 to 15%. There was no evidence for loss of astatine from the platinum 

platO during counting, but the longest-lived isotope studied, aside from 

the tracer, was At 207 , which has a 1.8-hr half life. Samples produced 

by this method were essntially mass-free and quite good for alpha pulse 

analysis. 

Since the samples poduced by the use of the DIPE were rather thick 

and gave poorly resolved peaks upon alpha pulse analysis, an attempt was 

made to .adapt the double-volatilization method for quantitative iie1d 

determinations. The astatine from the recoil catcher and plate contain-

ing the tracer was vapOrized simultaneously and .the results were compared 

with those obtained from the DIPE chemistry. The results of the two 

methods generally agreed within 15%, but the ratio of tracer activity to 

activity in the recoil catcher was uniformly higher iT.hen the vaporization 

method was used. This may have been due to the greater 'depth of deposi-

tion of the heavy-ion-produced recoils.. In.any'case, the chemical 

method was considered more .re1iab.1e' 	. 	. . 
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3. Counting Procedures 
211 

The only absolute counting was that of the plates containing At 

tracer. This was done in an ionization chamber of 50% geometry. 

For deterniining  the ratio of various activities to,At 
211

tracer, the 

samples produced by the fIFE chemistry method were pulse analyzed in 

an alpha grid chamber. An example of the results of pulse analysis is 

shown in Fig. 29. Note that the 5.89-Mev  alpha group of At
211 

 is 

obscured by pulses from At205  and At20  alpha particles. For this 

reason, the number, of 7.3-Nev alpha particles from P0
211 

 (the electron-

capture Zdaughter of At
211 )was used for dethrmination of the tracer 

205 	' 	201i- 
activity. The intensity of the At 	and At 	alpha groups was deter- 

211 
mined by subtIacting the number of alpha particles due to At 	from the 

211 
peak at approx 5.9 Mev by use of the a/EC branching ratio of At 

In the ratio experiments, pulse analysi was used to determine the 

relative amounts of various activities produced. Exampiesof such pulse, 

analysn aid shom in Figs. 30 and 31. Note that the resolution of the 

various peaks is considerably better with the thin samples produced by 

means of the double vaporization method.than with those resulting from 

the extraction chemistry. 

By pulse analysis alone, it was not possible to separate the 5.69-

Mev alpha particles of At 2°  from the 5.75-Mev group Odf At 201 , nor those 

of 5.95-Mev energy due to At20  from 5.89-Mev particlesLof At 205 . 

Fortunately the half lives are sufficiently different that those 

activites could be separated by following the peaks as a function of 

time and resolving the decay curves. The starting times of the counts 

were accurately determined from a stopwatch started at the end of bom-

bardment. In most cases, the initial count was started at 6 to 7 mm 

after the end of bombardment. 

1. Treatment of the Data 	 . 

The amounts of each activity observed were plotted as a function of 

time and extrapolated back to the end of bombardment. The half lives 

observed we.re , within experimental error, usually those obtained in 

previous work or those determined in this study. 
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Fig. 29. Alpha pulse analysis of a sample produced by DIPE 
methOd. 
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Corrections for decay during bombardment and counting were made by 

using the equations for growth and decay of activity. 8  A chart of beam 

current as a function of time was used for making the decay-during-

bombardment corrections. A constant was generally sought, but often not 

obtained owing to difficulties with the accelerator. In such cases, the 

beam charts were divided into portions, in which the beam was relatively 

constant, for making the corrections. Corrections were also applied for 

the electron-capture decay of the astatine isotopes. Half lives and a/EC 

branching ratios used in the calculations are discussed in Appendix C. 

C. Experimental Results 

The absolute yields of one or two of the principal activities (At 203 , 
205 	207' 

At 	, or At 	) produced by nitrogen bombardments of the vaporized, 

natural platinum target were obtained at various energies by mns of the 

tracer experiments. These data, combined with the ratios of various 

activities produced by bombardments of the enriched-Pt 
198

and natural-

platinum targets, were used to obtain cro.ss sections of the various 

reactions. In several cases, where the same product resulted from 

reactions involving more than one platinum isotope, it was necessary to 

use a set of linear equations to obtain the individual cross sections. 

One important assumption should be noted. Since targets of only t 

different isotopic compositions were used, it was necessary to have at 

each energy one product that is produced by only one reaction, in order 

to obtain the individual •cross sections. At the lower energies, it has 

been assumed that At 201  is produced only .b,the (.N,5n) reaction on 

Pt 
198  This implies that the Ptl96(N,3n)At207 reaction cross section 

is negliible. It was not possible .to test this assumption directly. 

However, very careful observations of the alpha-particle spectra from 

samples produced in low-energy bombardments gave no evidence for prQ:. 

duction of At 209 , the product of the Pt128(,3n) reaction.. This result, 

plis the observation of very small (,1n) reaction cross sections, is 

taken as evidence for validity of the assumption. At the highest energies 

205  (about 100 Hey), it was assumed that most of the At 	resulted from the 



N14 	reactioi. A small correction was made for the amount from 

the 
196(N14 	reaction by extrapolting the high-energy tail of the 

excitation function. 

The excitation functions obtained by these procedures are shown in 

Figs 38 and 39 of Section IV Since the data from the three types of 

experiments were not usually obtained at exactly the same bombarding 

energies, smooth curves were drawn through the experimental points 

correspodirg to the absolute yields and ratios of isotopes produced as 

functions of energy. Thus, for reactions whose cross sections are given 

at regularly spaced energy intervals, this is not meant to imply that 

cross sections were determined at exactly those energies, but that the 

simultaneous equations were solved there. Also, in these cases, scatter 

in the experimental points was necessarily removed by the smoothing 

process. The limits of error given for these cross sections represeit 

estimated uncertainties in the positions of the smoothed curves. These 

estimates, as well as the limits of error given for the other cross-

section points, include uncertainties in the counting rates of the 

radiations from the product nulei, target thickness, and decay during 

bombardment corrections. Uncertainty in the values used for the a/EC 

branching ratios have not been included. 

In addition to the experimental result.s given, data were also 
203 	202 

obtained on the production of At 	and At 	. However, these products 

result from so many different reactions that occur with large probability 

that it was not possible to determine .the individual cross sections. 

The data for the Pt (N ,8n)At 	reaction are also somewhat poor owing 

to this effect, and possibly the limit,s of error should be greater than 

indicated. 
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IV. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 

A. Angular Distributions 

The general approach to the interpretation of angular distributions 

of fission fagrnent,s was first proposed by Bohr. 23  According to his 

model, for excitation energies only slightly above the fission barrier, 

the nucleus goes over the saddle-pass hTCOldt;  that is, most of the 

excitation energy is expended in potential energy of deformation towards 

fission. Thus, the spectrum of energy levels of the highly deformed 

nuclei at the saddle pass should be similar to those of stably deformed 

nuclei at energies near their ground states. Bohr further assumes that 

the nuclei retain axial symmetry throughout the deformation, and that 

the fragments are emitted in the direction of the symmetry axis. The 

fragment angular distributions are therefore given by the distributions 

of the orientations of the symmetry axes with respect to the beam. 

Angular distributions based on the Bohr theory have been worked out 

quantitatively and extended to higher energies by a number of*. 
2,25,81 -86 	 25 

authors. 	 The treatments by Griffin and Halpern and Strutinski 24 

are most applicable to the oases studied in this work. Since these treat-

ments are similar in most details, the Halpern and Strutinski method will 

be described in detail, with the differences introduced by Griffin t  S 

calculations pointed out below. 

According to the Halpern and Strutinski treatment, the fissioning 

nucleus is characterized by three quantum numbers: I, the total angular 

momentum; K. the projection of I on the nuclear symmetry axis; and N, 

the component of I in the beam direction. For fission induced by high-

energy heavy ions, I is approximately equal to the orbital angular 

momentum of the bombarding particle, 2, which is perpendicular to the 

beam direction. Since any target and bombarding-particle spins are small 
- 	 - 	 - 

compared with 2, it is quite reasonable to assume N = 0-; i.e., I = 2, I 

is perpendicular to the beam direction. With these assumptions, the 

angular distribution for a given I and K is 

W 	.= 	(I2sin29 - K2 ) 2 , 	 (Iv-l) 
I,K 	

7t 
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where Q is, the center-of-mass angle between the fragment direction and 

the beam. 	. . 	 . 	. 

Based on statistical arguments, the probability distributiqi of K 

is assumed to be 

F(K) 	exp(-K2/2K) , 	 (Iv-2) 

where K2  is the mean value.of .K 2 . The' angular distribution of Eq. (iv-i) 

is then multiplied by the weighting function (Eq. (Iv-2) ) and integrated 

over K to obtain the angular distribution for given values of K and I: 

21 
WIK - 72 It  

1Isin,Q dK exp(_K2/2K)(2si2Q_K2)_h/2 

dKexp(-K2/2K) 

2 	 2 .2 	. 2 	2 
2 	N 	I. 	-i 51nQ. 	ii sin Q = 	-- - exp 	

1K2 

(Iv-3) 

(V- 1 ) 

where J is the zeroth-order Bessel function, and N is a normalizing 

factor. This distribution is then integrated over I from zero up to 
. 2 

the maximum value 1., assuming the probability of I is constant. The 

result.in.g angular distributions, characterized by the paramete.r p 

(= I 2/4K2 ) behave as 1/sinQ in the region near 90 dee, falling belQw it 

as .0 and 180 deg are approached. The higher the value of p is, the 

longer the angular distribution follows l/sinQ. 

Probably the least certain part of the treatment involves the choice 

of K2 . as a function of excitation energy, E, and the height of theex 
fissipn barrier,.E. At high excitation energies, in excess of the f   

fission harrier, statistical theory predicts 	. 	, 	. 	.. . . . 

K 	(E 	- Ef ) 2 .
ex 
	 (Iv-5) 

The iationship at'lbw enth'gies has not been clearly established. 

' Halpern and Stritinski have obtained the function empirically from the 

e*perimental anisotropies of neutron fission of Th 232  at various 

energies.'81 'In this way they find K2  to be approximately proportioa1 
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to (E 	- Ef ) at low energies. At -high excitation energies, the propor- 

tionaLitz7 constant of Eq. (IV-5) was determined from the angular 
237 

distribution of fragments from fission of Np 	-with 1+3-Mev  alpha 
88 particles. 

GriffinTs treatment of angular distributions is very similar to 

that by Halpern and •Strutinski. However, he assume.s 

F(K) 	K 	- K.  
max 

The angular distributions, characterized by r(=I/K) approximately follow 

:L/sinQ near 90 deg, but approach 0 and 180 deg linearly (illustrated 

below). At low energies,.Griffin obtained K as a function of (Eex - E f ), 

from the expeiimental anisotropy of neutron fission of Pu 239  at various 

energies. 8  This results in K approximately proportional to (Eex - E f ) 

rather than to (E - Ef)l/2 .as noted above. At higher energies he alsoex  
predicts the 1/4_power dependence, but\ does not indicate the energy at 

which the change in functions should occur. 

The laboratory-system angular distributions obtained in this work 

were transformed to the center-of-mass system as discussed above, and 

are shown in Figs. 32-36. The most sensitive check on the ability of 

the theoretical-angular distributions to fit the experimental points is 
12 provided by the data from 93-Mev C fission of gold. Figures 32 and 33 

show the expeiimental angular distrfbutions along with curves predicted 

by Halpern and Strutinski and by Griffin, reèctively, using the 

indicate.d parameters. Although, in agreement with Halpern .and Strutinski, 

the experimental points indicate some curvature near 0 and 180 deg, the 

statistics in none of the angular distributions are good enough to rule 

out the linear shape predicted by Griffin. Also, in every case, there 

are indications that the experimental points lie above the 1/sinG curve 

in the regions approx 20 to 80 deg and approx 100 to -160 deg. This is in 

agreemen..t with Griffin's predicted curves, which rise above the 1/sin.G 

function in these .regias, for high values of r. Experimentally, this 

result is in very good agreement with the data of Viola, 90  who has deter-

mined angular  distributions by a gross beta-counting method •sinilar to 
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that used by Coffin, and Halpern. 88  It was first suspected that such an 

effects might arise in transformation of the laboratory-system angular 

distributions into the .center-of-ass system by using a single value of 

r, whereas there is actually a distribution of 'h'. values. However, the 
calculations in Appendix B would indicate that such a 'trSa$ormation, 

using the average value of Tj 
2,  rer.oduces the assumed center-of-mass 

angular distribution quite well. 

It is not expected that scattering of the fragments could have 

produced such an. effect. At .the laboratory-system angles in the back-

ward direction, corresponding to the center-of-mass-system angles at 

which the effect is •observed, the cr05.5 section varies slowly with angle. 

The targets in all experiment,s were quite thin ( 200 ig/cm2  Au) Thus, 

small-angle scattering is not epected to be serious. If the large-angle 

scattering metioned by Coffin and Halpern occurred, the scattered frag-

ments would have had low energies and would either have been stopped in 

the det,etor window or registered in the low-energy part of the kinetic-

energy spectra, and would not have been included in the fission-fragment 

peak. It is thus assumed that the effect is real. 

Such an effect could possibly arise if fission follows emission of 

heavy particles, say alpha particles, at about 90 .deg to the beam. This 

would change the direction of the motion of the compound nucleus and 

yield angular distributions (for these cases) that would be peaked at 

angles away from 0 and .180 ,deg. Hoever, it is not expected that heavy, 

high-energy particles are emitted frequently enough to explain the effect. 

Although the angular dist.ributions are shown as fitted by the 

Halpern and Strutinski theoretical curves, they have also been fitted to 

the distributions given by Griffin. 91  The parameters that yielded the 

best agreement with the experimental data are listed in Table III. 
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Table III. 	Parameters and other valUes used in fittitg angular 
distributions.; 

P r E (Mev) 
a 	

Syte (I2/K) '(T/) () 12  H anS Gr±ffi 

Au + 123.3-Mev C12 , 10 5 45.2 4600 13.5 12 

Au +93.3-Mev C'2  1.2 4.25 33.5 2530 12 10 

Au + 72.-Mev C 6 4 22.3 1118 9 7 

Au + 16.5-Mev 016 11 52 61.0 8380 36 15.5 

Inprincple, one shou1d determine the aount.of fission that takes 

place at each stage in the chain of excited nuclei resulting from the 

evaporation of neutrons, protons, etc., and calculate the angular••distrib-

ution for each stage. The over-all angular distribution would be obtained 

• by weighting each distribution by its probability of occurrence and 

summing over all the fissioning species. However, the fission 

• probabilities are not well known for the various nuclei involved here. 

Therefore the angular distributions are used to estimate the average 

excitation energy at which fission takes place, and from this result it 

is possible to determine some. average fissioning species. 

Because of barrier-penetration phenomena in compound-nucleus for -

mation, Halpern and Strutinski note that the term 'm is not clearly 

defined, but may be approximated by 	where I, is the average value 

of the square of the spin of the compound nucleus. In keeping with that 

assumption, 	• 	 • 

• 	• 	 212 = 2 .2 	 • 	(IV-6a) 

• 	• , 	and 	• 	• • 	• 	212  = 9 () 2 	• 	 • (Iv-6b) 

are assumed here. These approximati,bns'are quite good for the high 

angular momenta involved in the reactions studied. The values of £ 

listed in Table III were obtained from tIe compound-nucleus-formation 
• 	• 	 29 

data calculated by Thomas, using a square-well potntial. 	The £'values 
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obtained by use of his parabolic-barrier model would be somewhat lower 

than the values used, but would not grossly change the conclusions dram 

from the results. The assumption is also made that the spin of the com-

pound nucleus is not changed by particle evaporation. This approxirnation 

has been justified by Halpern and Strutinski. 

The values of (E - Ef ) obtained by analysis of the data are listed 

in Table IV. The values obtained via the Halpern and Strutinski method 

were taken from their empirical curve of K as a function of (Ee 	Er). 

Those following from the Griffin treatment were read from the linear 

curve of K vs (E ex - E I' ). The values obtained by the two methods agree 
16 

rather well except for the case of Au + 164k5 -Mev 0 . In that case 

there is some question on which curve of .Griffin t s should be used. 

In order to determine the average excitation ..energyat which fission 

occurs, one must estimate the fission barrier for the .fissioning species. 

This is a difficult problem in that one does not know a priori which 

nucleus is fissioning. As noted below, there is considerable evidence 

for emission of charged particles as well as neutrons prior to fission. 

For nuclei in the At-Po region, Fairhall and .Neuzil's results indicate 

fission barriers of the order of 18 Mv. 92  W. J. Swiatecki has estioated 

a value of about 13.5Me7 for At206.93  This figure is based on the 

dependence of .E f  on Z2/A it the heavy element region, and the deviation 

of actual ground-state masses from the smooth mass surface calculated 
94 according to reents equation. 	This calculatd value is probably more 

meaningful than the value obtained from analysis of the Bi 209  +He fission 

data cited above, because the fissioning nuclei studied in this work are 

very neutron-deficient .conrpared with those investigated by Fairhall and 

Neuzil (Mostly At213 ). For example, note that the value of Z2/A for 

At206 (35.07) is approximately the same as that for Th 23°  (35.2). 

There is another effect which complicates the choice of Ef . Pik-

Pichak has shown that, owing to high angular momenta of the compound 

nuclei, there is a distortion from sphericity which increases the nuclear 

moment of inertia, thereby decreasing the rotational and Coulomb energies 

and increasing the surface energy. 30  The net effect is to lower the 

fission barrier relative to its height at low angular momenta. Estimates 
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95 
of the magnitudes of this effect are listed in Table IV. 	Since 

accurate mass data,:..necessary in the Swiatecki method of fission-barrier 

calculation, were not available for most of the nuclei in question, the 

Pik-Pichak calculations have also been used in calculating the fission 

barriers at zero angular momentum 

The rotational-energy effect also may require some correction to the 

expressions fOr angular distributions. This has been noted in a later 

paper by Pik-Pichak. 9  In all the angular-distribution calculations men.-

tioned above, it has been assumed that the probability of fission is 

independent of :1 and K. However, because Of the rotational-energy effect, 

Ff/F is expected to be an increasing function of I (for c,onstant Eex)• 

Thus, in the angular-distribution expressions, the probability of a given 

I should be multiplied by a weighting function which describes this 

effect Pik-Pichak has given the proper form for the corrected 

expreasi.on, 6  but there are not sufficient fi.ssiortprobability data 

available to make this correction. The effect would cause the :average I 

of the fissioning nuclei to be higher than the average I of the compound 

nuclei. This would mean, that the E - E quantities inferred:from the 
.ex 	f 

angular distributions are too low. Note that errors introduced by this 

effect would ..tend to cancel any errors in the assumption that io angular 

momentum is carried off by evaporation of particles prior to fission. 

It is to be observed that the ecitation 'energy at which fission 

takes place is nearly constant with bombarding energy, for Au + C12 . The 

excitation energies are, rather low, indicating that fission takes place 

near the end of the chain of de-exciting nuclei, at least for' the Au + 

12  c cases. It is possible to estimate the numbers of various types of 

particles that could bemitted prior to fission. These estimates, listed 

in Table II, were obtained from the initial excitation energies and 

particle-binding energies (from Camerdn's masses 97 ), with estimates of 

nuclear temperatures from the spallation data, and charged-particle energy 

spectra based on the equations of Dostrovsky, Fraenkel, and Friedlander. 98  

In making the calculation, account has been taken of the lowered Coulomb 

barriers again,st chared-partic1e evaporation as found by Knpx, et al.99 
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More will be said concern:±ng the implications of theser;siltin..the 

discussion of cross sections. 	 - 

B. Momentum Trannf5r:  

The values obtained for r (see Table II, Section-li) from the 

various measured quantities indicates that, within the limits of error, 

fission of gold results from nuclear reactions in which the entire 

momentum of the bombarding particles is. deposited in the fissioning 

system. This result has also been found by Alexander from fragment- 
100 

recoil-range measurements. 	This implies that "breakup" reactions, 101  

in which the bombarding particle breaks up, with only part of it 
) 

penetrating the target nucleus (for example, C 
1.2  - 8 Be + He , He + 

Au197  -Tl 	), do not resultin many fission events in this system. 

Corsely, for the case of U 8  bombarded with 10-Mev C12  ions, both 

Alexander100  and- Larsh et al., 102  find considerably less than full 

momentum transfer. 

These resUlts may be interpreted in the following manner: The fission 

barrier of plutonium isotopes is small enough that the fission probability 

is quite large for the compound nucleus resulting from the reaction 

238 	12 	2Ll2* 	8 
U 	+C 	-(Pu 	) +Be, 

or the corresponding reaction inwhich the Be 8  is absorbed by the target 

nucleus. Note that in the exa1e,•one may consider the reaction as a 

two-stage proces: 	 . 	. 	 . 

C12  . 0-Mev He + 80-Mev Be8 , 

238 	2)42 

	

40-Mev He + U 	- (Pu 	) 

For thesecond reaction, Vandenbosch 

cross section is approximately equal 
18 

of the compound nucleus. 	However, 

the bombardment of gold, 	- 

40-Mev He + A 

et al. report that the fission 

to the cros section for formation 

for the corresponding reaction in 

(Tl201)*., 
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Fairhall and Neuzil have found a /a 	to be 	92 Since the Au + 
12 	 f comp 

120-Mev C fission cross section is large, one might expect fission from 

reactions of the type 

120-Mev C 2  80-MevBe8  + 0-Mev He 80-Mev Be8  + Au197  fission 

160-Mev 016120_Mev  C12  + 0-Mev He, 120-Mev C12  + Au 97  fission• . 

The absence: of evidence for such reactions is in agreement with the 

results of Ghiorso and Sikkeland, who find the probability for this 

type of breakup reaction to be: smaller than for those in which only 
101 

the alpha particle enters the nucleus. 

C. Kinetic Energy Release 

• It is apparent from the data shown in Fig. 23 of Secti.on II that 

there is very little, if any, dependence of the most probable fragment 

kinetic energy upon energy of the bombarding particle. This result is 

in agreement with previous investigations on the effect of bombarding 

energy upon fragment kinetic energies) 0305  If fragment kiretic 

energies arise from Coulomb repulsion of the fragments -after scission, 

(see Appendix B) these results indicate that the shapes of the fragments 

and the distance between their charge cnters do not change with increas-

in•g excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus. The added energy 

presumably goes into evaporation of more prompt neutrons from the 

fragments. 9  In the cases studied in. this work, the resuJts may be 

explained as being due to two effects. First, the Au+ C12  angu1r 

distribution experiments show that the excitation energy at .which fission 

occurs increases only slightly (approx .2 Mev) when the bombarding energy 

is increased from 72.4 to 123.3 Mev. The slight increase in fragment 
. 

kinetic energy indicated for the Au + •C 
12  case at higher bombarding 

energies results from emission of a larger average number of neutrons 

prior to fission than in the case of the lower energy bombardments. 

According to the Coulomb repulsion model mentioned above, the kinetic 
.2 1/3 

energy release should be proportional to Z /A 	of the fissioning 
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'/3 nucleus. Thus the lower value of A 	in the denominator would lead to 

a slightly higher kinetic-energy release for the higher bombarding ener,r. 

Terrell has rather successfully correlated average total kinetic 

energy release with Z /A 	for a series of heavy-element nuclides, 

(thoriurn and above), corroborpting the Cou1omb-repusion model. 22  However, 

if this model is strictly true, the total kinetic-energy release as a 

function of mass ratio - (mass of the heavy fhagment)/(mass of the light 

fragment) - for a given fissioning nucleus should bea maximum for a mass 

ratio Of unity, or symmetric fission. In all the time-of-flight measure-

ments of kinetic energies of fragnnts from spontaneous and thermal-

neutron fission in the heavy elements, there are indications for.a dip in 
)-i-3,106,lO7 

the total kinetic energy release at a mass ratio of unity. 	 It 

was of interest to find out how the kinetic energies from the heavy-ion-

induced fission would fit in with the data obtained at low energies. 

The data have been treated in a manner slightly different from 

Terrell's method in order to show up ny possible connection between 

energy release and type of fission, symmetric or asymmetric. For the 

time-of-flight data listed in Table V, values for the total kinetic 

energy release for symmetric and most probable (asymmetric) modes have 

been taken from the graphs shown by the authors Unfo±tunately, in all 

cases, the data do not extend into a mass ratio of unity (because of the 

small frequency of bbservaton of those events), making it necessary to 

extrapolate the data. The values for neutron fissioi of Ha 22  have been 

taken from the authors kinetic energy spectra. 10 
	 238 

The point for U 	+ 

123-Mev C12  was obtained from the experiments done with UF targets (see 

AppendIx A). The other heavion-induced fission kinetic energies have 

been discussed above 
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Table Vi Total kinetic energy release in fission 

Assumed 
Average totalK.E. 	fission- 

release (Mev) 	ing 	Counting 
Ref 	 Svteni 	 S-vmrnetric Asymmetric 	nucleus 	method 

3 Cf252 .S;ont.fission 161 188 Cf252 . 
106 Cf252  Spont.fission 187 187 Cf252  TF 
* U238+l23_Mev C12  172±6 --- Cf25°  GB 

107 Pu239+Thermal n 170.5 176.5 
p20 TF 

107 u235+ 	it  156 167 u236 TF 

10 u233 4- 162 163 U 234 TF 

40 Ra226+l.7_Mev  n 13.5 --- Ra 227  GS 

10 Ra226+1_Mev n --- 128.5 Ra 227  GS 

* Au197+16.5-Mev 	
l6 151±6 

. 206 GS 

* Au197+123-Mev C12 
 17.5± --- At203  GS 

Au197+72.-Mev C12 
 13± -- At206 GS 

*_This work. 	TF- Time-of-flight. GB- Gas Scintillation. 

The fragment kinetic energies from the counting experiments have 

been corrected for emission of prompt neutrons. The average number of 

prompt neutrons, v, that would be emitted in spontaneous fission •pf the 

nuclei in question were estimated from the curves shown in Fig. 8 of a 

paper by Bondarenko at al. 1°  The increase in V with excitation energy 

was also obtained from data contained in their paper. Excitation 

energies at the time of fission and the fissioning nuclei in the gold 

experiments were determined from the results of the angular distribution 
238 	12 250. 

experiments. For U 	+ C , the fissionability of Cf 	is so large 

that it has been assumed that fission takes place in the first stage of 

the chain of de.exciting nuclei. In accord with Terrell's results, 

0.8 Mev has been added to the total kinetic energy release for each 

prompt neutron. The resulting kinetic energies are listed in Table V 

and are plotted as a function of .z2/Ah/3  (of the assumed fissioning 

nucleus) in Fig. 37. 
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Fig. 37. Average tOtalIinet1c e, 'erg release in fission as 
a function of z2/AJ/3 of the fissioning nucleus. 

O- Symmetric events 
- Asymmetric events. 	 22 

•- "Corrected" symmetric events, Ra 	. 
,- "Corrected" asymmetric events, Ra227. 
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The most obvious conclusion to be th'an from the results presented 

in Fig. 37 is that the data, especially for symmetric fission, are in 

poor shape. There is very poor agreement between the two symmetric-

fission points obtained for Cf252  by the two groups of experimenters. 

However, those points do bracket the Cf 
250  point obtained in this work. 

One could argue that, in 	+ C12  fission, the average fissioning 

nucleus is somewhat lower in Z than californium, due to direct-

interaction reactions (ttbreakup,tt see above), induced fission, or 

evaporation of charged particles prior to fission. However, it seems 

quite unlikely that such processes occur 'frequerXth.y enough to represent 

the most probable fragment kinetic energy. It might also be argued that 

the average fissioning nuclei in the gold experiments, are lower in Z 

than has been assumed. This point is not unreasonable on the basis of 

the other results of this study, but it would not change the main features 

of the results. The points plotted for fission of Ra 227  do not agree at 

all with the other results. On the assumption that this is due to an 

experimental error, rather than an anomaly, the two Ra 227  points have 

been raised by an .amount that places the symmetric-fission point on the 

line determined by the other symmetric-fission points. 

In view of the crossover of the two curves in the vicinity of 

actinium, it is tempting to correlate kinetic energy release with 

relative probability for symmetric and asymmetric fission events, which 

also has a crossover in this .regioa for lowene.rgy fissipn. 1  If such a 

correlation does exist, it is not in agreement with the statistical 

theory of Fong, 
l4  which was later extended by Cameron.

15  According to 

that model, the probability of a given mode of fission is proportional to 

the density of final states to which that type of division leads. This 

contains a term proportional to the kinetic-energy release and two ex-

ponential .terms.for the level densities of the fragments as function,s of 

their excitation energies. Although .a largerkinetic energy release 

would increase the first term mentioned, it would decrease the amount of 

ex±tation energy available to the fragments, thus decreasing the two 

exponential factors. One would expect the decrease in the values of the 
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exponential terms to over]ide the increase in the term that is 

proportional to energy release. 

Swiatecki and Alexander have found rather convincing, evidence that, 

for Cf25  sponteous fission, the dip in kinetic energy reJ ease at .a 

mass ratio of unity may be due to a high probability for,  'emission of 

long-range alpha particles in•symmetric-fision events
log 

 If this is 

true, one could interpret the results 'presented in Fig. 37 as indicating 
that the probability for emission of long-range alpha particles associated 

with syetrid-fission events is an increasing function of z, or z2/A1/3. 

One result that is difficult to reconcile with the ideas pre.sented 

is the observation by Douthett and Templeton that the dip in kinetic-

energy release in symmetric fission seen 'at low excitation energies in 
2 38 . the uranium region is not present inthe fission of U 	with 18-Mev 

deuterons 	This result, basd on the recoil rge ofone-fission 

product, should probably,be investigated in more detail. 

It is obvious that before one can draw many conclusions concerning 

the ideas advanced here, many more and more accurate results must be 

obtained on dependence of total kinetic energy release on mass ratio, 

excitation energy, and Z and A of the fissioning nucleus. Data are 

particularly needed for symmtric fission in the actinide'elements. It 

would be useful also to have information from fission at excitation 

energies intermediate between thermal-neutron- and heavy-ion-induced 

fission. 

The results obtained on kinetic energy release may be summarized: 

The kinetic energy release resultdng from heavy-ion-induced 

fission appears to be approximately the same as for symmetric fission in 

neighboring nuclei at lower excitation energies. There is no apparent 

effect on this quantity due to the higher excitation energies and 

angular momenta involved in heavy-ion reactions. - 

There is evidence that the total kinetic energy release is 

greater for 'asymmetric fission than for symmetric fission of elements 

above the radium-actinium region. The converse is apparently true 

below this region. 
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D. Cross Sections 

Spallation Reactions 

Préviously, excitation functions for neutron-evapQratiOn . reactionS 

in the heavy-element region have been interpreted on the basis of a model 

proposad by Jacksox 9  and modified to include the effects of fission by 

Vandenbo.sch et al. 1  Although, as noted below, the assumptions inherent 

in the model are undoubtedly poor when applied to heavy-ion-induced 

nuclear reactions, it is the only model available by which cross sections 

may be predicted by simple, analytical methods. This is the justification 

for its use. 

The following assumptions were made in the original derivation of 

the expression for neutron-evaporation cross sections: 19  

The energy spectrum of neutrons emitted bya compound nucleus 

of excitation energy E, and nuclear temperature T (of the residual 

nucleus), is of the form E exp(-€/T), where E is the kinetic energy of 

the neutron. 

Neutron emissio.n occurs whenever it is energetically possible. 

Proton evaporation is neglected. 

The nuclear temperature is, constant with increasing excitation 

energy. 

As a result of these.assumptions, the probability P(x,E) for emission 

of exactly x neutrons from a compound nucleus originally at an excitation 

energy E is given by 

P(x,E) = I(,2x - 3) 	 - 

where i(im), is Pearsonts  incomplete gamma function, 

I(z,n) 	!)I 
B.  

and 	

e 	dx, 

(iv-) 

(iv-8) 

(iv-9) 
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• and B. is the binding energy of the ith .neutOn. .Isol be noted that 

I(L,2x - 3) represents the probability for emissiop9f at least x.• 

neutrons and I(+i,2x - i) represents that for .x+l neutrpns,. the 

difference between .the two terms heing equal to the prohebility. for 

emission of exactly x neutrons.  

The cross section .for.evaporation .of x neutrons is obtained by 

multiplication of P(x,E) by the cross section for compound-nucleus 

formation, a 	. If other processes compete with neutron evaporation 
comp 	 . 	. 	 . 

it is necessary to multiply the calculated cross sections. by the product 

of the values of F/FT (ratio of. level width for neutron emission to 

total level, width) for each of the x compound nuclei preceding the final 

product. When this modification is made, the expression for neutron-

emission cross sections becomes 

F 	F 	F 
,2k-3) - I(A 	,2x-3)]. 	(IV-lO) 

• xn 	comp FT 	FT 	•• FT 	X 	. 	x+l 
1 	2 	x 	 . 

An attempt has been made to fit the experimental cross-section data 

from the.Pt(N. ,xn)At reactions withcross sections calculated according 

to Eq. (iv-io). There are several factors that make the calculations 

somewhat uncertain. . One of these involves the selection of the proper 

values.fdc °mp Especially at bombarding energies in the region.of 
co 

the Coulomb barrier height, °comp depends quite sensitively upon the 

model chosen. The values used here are based on the calculations by 

Thomas for the square-well nuclear potential. 29  It must be observed 

that the sharp rise in the cross sections at low energies causes small 

errors in the energy of the bombarding particle to yield large errors in- 

the magnitude of the measured .cross sections. Also, there is considerable 

uncertainty in the energetics of the reactions. Where possibl,e, the 

excellent mass and neutron-binding-energy data of Foreman and Seaborg 
0 

have been used. 
110  These data however, do not .extend to astatine 

isotopes below nass 2.09 or to the target nuclei.. . Thus it has been 
111 

necessary to obtain some of these values from the data of Wapstra 

and Cameron. 97  By comparison with .Foreman and .Seaborg, it appears .that 
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Cameron's calculated neutron binding energies are too high. For this 

reason, the calculated binding energies have been reduced to bring them 

into better agreement with the data of Foreman and Seaborg. Even so, the 

uncertainties in the individual neutron binding energies may be as much 

as 0.5 Mev. This is especially true for the lighter isotopes. 

The comparison between calculated and experimental excitation 

functions are shown in Figs. 38 and 39. In fitting the magnitudes of the 

excitation functions, the product of level width ratios of Eq. (iv-io) 

has been given .as the factor F. 

The best fit to the experimental results was obtained with a nucl.ear 

temperature'of 1.3 Mev. This is to be compared with values of about 1.35 

M, which have been used in similar treatments of data. from helium-ion-

induced reactions in the actinide elements, 
5,18

and a value of.O.-96 Mev, 

which was obtained by Ghiorso and Sikkeland from a study of heavy-ion-

induced neutron-evaporation i'eacti.ons in the heavyele.ment region. 101  

The meaning of the value of T used in fitting the experimental cross 

sections is not clear. . No direct correlation of temperature with target 

projectile, or energy is apparent. Perhaps it is best to regard it 

simply as a parameter which may be adjusted to fit the positici.andshape 

of the excitation functions. 	 .. . 

Explanations have been given for the apparent constancy of the 

nuclear temperature. According to one theory, increased excitation 

energy is used to break up ordered nuclear structurë. 2  This may be 

compared to the melting of ice. This process continues up to an energy 

at which most of the ordered structure ("ice' t ) has been broken up 

("melted") before further increase in energy raises the nuclear tempera-

ture. 	 . 	. 

The agreement between the calculated shapes and experimental 

excitation functions on the high-energy side of the peaks is poor. This 

is probablybecause the Jckson treatment neglects the effects ofthe 

large angular momenta involved in heavy-ion-induced reactions. For 

example, the average angular momentum of the compound nuclei formed by 

bombardment of ptl98  with 100-Mev N ions is about 35 h. The emission 

of the first few neutrons scarcely changes the average spin value, since 
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Fig. 38. Excitation functions for the reactions Pt 
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	functions calculated according to the Jackson. model with 
T = 1.3 Mev. F = [(F/Pi')1  (Fn/FT)2 .. (F/f')]. 
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at high excitation •energies high-spin levels in the residual nuclei are 

plentiful3l ~
112

~ 113  (see AppendixB). Also, the transmission coefficient 

for •passage of low-energy neutrons through the nuclear surface is a sharply 

decreasing function of the orbital angular momentum carried off by the 

neutron.l 	Thus the main effect of early neutron-evaporation events is 

to broaden the distribution of spin values without appreciably lowering 

the average value. It is therefore quite possible for de-excltatiOfl to 

take place down to an excitation energy only slightly above the binding 

energy of the next neutron, while the spin value remains quite high. 

Consider the fate of a nucleus which has an excitation energy only 

slightly - say, 2 Mev - above the binding energy of the next neutron, and 

which possesses a large amount of angular momentum. In order for it to 

emit another neut.ron, one or a combination of two things must occur. 

Either the decay must proceed to a high spin state at a low excitation 

energy of the residual nucleus, ( 
2 Mev in this example) or the neutron 

must carry off a large amount of orbital angular momentum. Since the 

probability of occurrence of high spin levels in nuclei at low excitation 

energies is small, the first alternative is hindered. The second process 

is hindered for the reason given above. Owing to these effects, the 

probability for neutron emision may be decreased relative to other decay 

modes - such as a cascade of gamma rays, which lowers the excitation 

energy below the neutron binding energy. 

According to the second assumption made in the Jackson treatment, 

neutron emission occurs whenever enegecal,yposEible. This is 

probably..a very good approximation for, low_angular-momentum reactions. 

However, because of the increased relative probability for gamma de-

excitation from low-energy, high-spin states, many nuclei which would, 

according to the model, emit x neutrons may instead de-excite by gamma 

emission following evaporation of -1 neutrons. On.this basis one can 

explain the experimentally observed high-energy tails of the xn reaction 

excitation functions. 

If the fission barrier is nearly equal to or less than the binding 

energy of the next neutron, instead of de-exciting by gamma emission, 

the nuclei in"high-spin state.s may undergo fission. Fission is a process 



that can easily take place from high spin levels. Even without using 

spin density arguments, Pik-Pichak has predicted increases in ['f/F with 

increasing angular momentum. 30  Thus when fission can occur at low 

excitation energies it may remove most of the nuclei that have high spins. 

In this case, one would expect the high-energy tails of the peaks in the 

neutron-evaporation excitation functions to be in better agreement with 

the Jacksoncalculations. The few cross-section data available for 

heavy-ion-induced reactions are in agreement with this picture. Ghiorso 

and Sikkelandts  experimental xn-reaction cross sections from carbon born- 
238 	212 

bardment of U 	and Pu 	are in rather good agreement with the shapes 
101 

of the calculated excitation functions. 	The fission barriers for the 

californium and fermium compound nuclei are less than tk eutron binding 

energies. On the other hand, the excitation functions for the (C 

and N14 	reactio±is of V 51  have extensive high-energy tails, and the 

peaks oc.cur at higher energies than for the corresponding reactions 

induced by protons.315  Fission is not a competing process in these 
l 

reactions. As one would expect, the Pt + N excitation functions are 

intermediate between these extreme cases. 

On the basis of these arguments, the behavior of the high-energy tails 

of heavy-ion-induced neutron-evaporation reaction excitation functions may 

serve as a crude measure of the fission barrier. Detailed calculations 

would be necessary, however, before this concept could become very useful 

for estimating fission barrier heights. 

In previous work, F IF has been assumed constant and equal to 

Ff/(Ff+F) for a given nucleus.5' '' 	Thus anäJysis of spallation 

reaction data has yielded Ff/F values for the nuclei involved. Such a 

treatment has not been attempted in the present study. As noted below, 

there is evidence that [' f/F is dependent upon energy in the astatine com-

pound nuclei. Also, it appears that one cannot neglect charged-particle 

emission from these compound systems, particularly at high excitation 

energies. Some considerations on the relative fissionabilities of the 

nuclei involved are given below. 	 - 

It should be noted that the agreement between calculated and experi- 
l98 	14 

mental cross sections for the 4n and 8n reactions of Pt 	+ N is poor. 
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In the former, the disagreemént likely arises from errors in .a 	in comp 
that energy region In the other case, the difficulty is probably experi . - 

20 1 1  
mental. As noted above, At 	is produced by several reactions involving 

the various platinum isotopes, This makes it difficult to obtain the 
198 	 1k 

Pt 	(N 11 
	20 
,8n)At 	cross sections from the data. 

Fission and Spallation Probabilities 

The cross-section data of this and other studies are summarized in 

Figs. 40 and )l. In order to obtain the probabilities for various modes 

of disintegration of the compound nuclei, all the cross sections have been 

divided by appropriat.e cross sectiorfor compound-nucleus formation. The 

xn-reaction cross-section data for Au + C12  were obtained from Latimer 

and Thomas. 35  It should be not that at low energies the values shown  

for that system are lower limits, as the .(C 12 ,3n.) reaction has not been 
209 

included in the summation. The Bi 	+ He spallation data were taken 

from the reports of Kelly and egr 3  and Vandenbosch and Huizenga. 5  

Fission cross sections for the Bi 209  + He system were obtained from 

Fairhall and Neuzil's results. 92  In.order to get some idea of the agree-

ment between the fisfion cross sections determined in this study and 

those of other experimenters, a similar curve was constructed from the 

data of Plikanov and Druin for fission of gold with nitrogen ions 33  

The agreement is not as good as one would desire. The latter re its are 

unifbrmly higher and rise more steeply with energy than for:fission Of 

gold with carbon ions. The first discrepancy noted could be explained 

due to greater fissionability of the compound nuclei studied, 

because of the higher value of Z. Most of Polikanov and Drum's results 

were obtained by counting the fragments emitted in the forward hemisphere 

lab 90 deg) in a double ionization chamber. It is not clear that they 

have made corrections for center-of-mass motion. Comparison f all their 

results suggests that they have not. Their fission cross • sections for 

nitrogen bombardment of bismuth appear to be larger than most reasonable 

estimates for compound-nucleus formation. Also they are larger than the 

corresponding cross sections for uranium. Since, as has been .noted ; above, 

complete momentum transfer is not obtained in heavy-ion-induced fission 

of uranium, this result would be expected if corrections were not applied 
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for center-of-mass motion. The correction would become more serious with 

increasing bombarding energy. The full-energy C 12  + Au fission cross 

section obtained in the present work is in reasonable agreement with a 

value of 900 mb reported by Blann from radiochemical studies of the fission 

products. 116 

The curves given in Fig. 41 for Za(charged Particles)/acomp represent 

those processes in which charged particles were emitted without being : 

followed by fission. The curves were obtained by simply subtracting the 

fission and neutron- evaporat ion cross sections from the cross section for 

compound-nucleus formation. Admittedly, this analysis is subject to 

large possible uncertainties. Perhaps the part most susceptible to error 

is the choice of a comp . To be consistent, all the compound-nucleus-

formation cross sections are based on a square-well nuclear potential with 

a radius parameter of 1.5 x 10-13 
	29 cm. 'll)i  The reduced spaflation cross 

sections at energies near the Coulomb barrier show rapid fluctuations, 

suggestng errors in Gcomp or the experimental data or both. Also, at 

the highest energies, it has not been shown that the calculated compound-

nucleus-formatidn cross sections are correct. Owing to rotational-energy 

requirements and possible "contact-transfer t ' processes, the probability 

for formation of compound nuclei wfthextreme1y high spin values may be 

reduced below the calculated values.
99,117 Errors in the charged-particle 

cross sections may also result from combinations of errors in the fission 

and neutron-evaporation cross sections. 

Several observations may be made from the results shown in Figs. 40 

and lil: 

(a) Fissionability is an increasing function of Z 2/A. The fission 

probability for Pt19  bombarded with nitrogen ions (initial compound 

nucleus, At 212 ) is less than that for Au197  + C12  (At209 ). Also the 

neutron-evaporation cross sections decrease in proceeding from the initial 
14 

compound nucleus At 212  to At210 (Pt196 N) to At 209 . (Note that the 

latter results may be partly due to increased probability for charged-

paticle emission from the more neutron-deficient isotos because of their 

higher neutron.binding energies and lower char ged-part ic le binding 
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energies.) That fissionability increases with decreasing A for a given Z 

is in disagreement with the statement made by Fairhall, Jensen, and 

Neuzil, 1  but in agreement with their later experimental results on fission 

of the various lead isotopes by helium-ion bombardment (with the exception 

of Pb206 which does not follow the trend of the other isotopes). 92  

(b) Some fission must occur following charged-particle emission from 

the compound nuclei formed by carbon bombardment of gold.. This may also 

happen with pt198 + N, especially at the highest energies, but in this 

case the evidence is not as clear-cut. This result is at least in 

qualitative agreement with the mass-yield data of Blann 6  and the fission 

and clmrged-partièle-evaporation data of Knox et al. in the system 

Au197  + 160-Mev ol099 Justification for this observation is based on 

calculations done according to the model used by Doestrovsky, Fraenkel, 

and .Friedlander (hereafter referred to as DFF). 8  Results of the calcula-

tions are shown in Fig. 42. The curves shown represent the probability 

for de-excitation.by  the various decay modes as a function of excitation 

energy for the At209  compound nucleus formed by Au197  + C12 . In perform-

ance of these calculations some modifications of the DFF method have been 

made. As has been suggested by Ericson and Strutinski, collective 

rotational energy has been subtracted from the total excitation energy 

before calculation of nuclear temperatures appropriate to the evaporation 

processes. 3  Fission branching ratios were calculated by substitution 

of fission barrier heights determined from Pik-Pichakts equations
30 
 (as 

corrected by J. Hiskes95 ) into the equation for F /F given by Doestrovsky, 

Fraenkel, and Rabinowitz. 	In all cases, the calculations refer to 

compound nuclei formed with the average values of 12  . , obtained from 
29 	

comp 
Thomast calculations. 	The resulting curves indicate that the probability 

for emission of various charged particles increases rapidly with :excita-

tion energy. The absolute calculated values for charged-particle emission 

are probably much too low. Knox et al. find for 160-Mev 0 16  + Au197  that 

the charged-particle evaporation spectra are displaced to considerably 

lower energies than predicted by calculations based on the DFF model. 99  

Such an effect would greatly increase the charged-particle eission 

probabilities. Coare now the curve of Ea(ch.part. )/acomp for Au + C12 
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with the curves for J ::. )/F' . That the experiental curve for 
ch.par. 	T 

Ea(ch.Part.)/oomp does not increase rapidly with energy suggests that 

many of the charged-a'ticle emissiorie are followed by fission events. 

Similar agumentssugest that this effect occurs in the Pt 	+ 

system at the higher energies, but not with as large a probability as in 

the case of Au191 	
12 

+C . 

(c) As predicted by Fairhall et al., F IF appears to increas'e -with 
16 

increasing excitation energy up to about 50 Mèv. 	Beyond that energy 

region, there is evidence that it decreases. These observations are 

based on the variations of a f comp /a 	with excitation energy of the initial 

compound nucleus. Although there is a fairly wide region of energies in 
198 

which there are no data points, the curve obtaed for fission of  Pt 

with nitrogen ions appears to be an extension of the results for Bi209  + 

He (compound nucleus, At 213 ). As the excitation energy is increased, it 

is energetically possible -to evaporate more particles, thus there are 

more chances for fis1on to compete with other decay processes. Even if 

Ff/FT stayed constant with increasing excitation energy f/_
'~C omp 

 would 

continue to rise. The decrease in if/FT at higher excitation energy is 

probably due mainly to increased competition from charged-particle 

evaporation early in the de-excitation process. Also; Halpern has 

shown that, on theoretical grounds, one would expect a decrease in Ff/Ffl  

beyond some high excitation energy. 	However, in view of the fairly 

large fision barriers in -the astatine region compared with the neutron 

binding energies, it is doubtful that the effect which he discussed is 

important in this case. Level-density and angular-momentum arguments 

that suggest an anomalously large value of Ff/F at very low excitation 

energies are disóussed below. 
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E. Summary 

In this section it is desirable to examine the results of the. 

angular-distribution experiments in the light of.the ideas advanced in 

the preceding section. Recall that the results indicate that ror 

Au + c12,  fission occurs at .an average excitation,energy.of about 20 to 

25 Mev, nearly independent of bombarding energy. I believe that the 

following picture explains, at least qualitatively, all the results found 

in this study. 

First, charged-particle emission is very important. The probability 

for emissicn of charged particles from the initial compound nucleus in-

creases rapidly with excitation energy. This decreases the relative 

probability for fission in the initi.al  compound nucleus. Charged-particle 

emission decreases the value of Z 2/A. Following ,either neutron or 

charged-particle emission from early stages of the de-excitation process, 

there are two trends that would predict addttional neutron emission prior 

to fission. On the one hand, fissionability appears, from the results 

given herein and from those of previous investigations, to increase with 

increasing z2/A.l82092fl9  Secondly, there are the angular-momentum 

and level-density arguments which were described above in the discussion 

of the shapes of excitation functions for neutron-evaporation reactions. 

The average angular momentum .  of the initial compound nuclei increases 

with increasing bombarding energy. Early evaporation of particles has * 
very little effect on the distribution of spin values. 	Thus, in many 

cases, de-excitation proceedato a nucleus that has an excitation energy 

of the order of 15 Mev and a large spin value. At these low excitatia 

energies, charged-particle emission is very unlikely. Neutron emission 

is greatly hindered .because of the low probability for high-spin states 

in the residual nucleus (see Appendix B). Thus fission, a process in 

which large amounts of angular momentum may be removed in the form of 

*  
Preliminary calculations by T. D. Thomas 

120
based on the equations of 

Ericson and indicate that evaporation of one neutron 
from At209  at 95 Mev of excitation .energy and spin of 66.5 h decreases 
the spin by approximately 1 .unit (n). 
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fragment spins and mutual orbital angular momentum, may become quite prer 

dominant. The unusually large fission probability at low excitation 

energies would be expected to increase with increasing bombarding energy. 

The ratio afla 	does not increase at higier bombarding energies becausecomp 
fewer nuclei withthe Z of the original compound nucleus su±'vive the 

early evaporation stages. The increasing number of lower-Z nuclei have 

lower fiâsion probabilities. At excitation energies on the order of the 

fission barrier and lower, the probability for de-excitation by gamma-ray 

cascades may be much higher than expected (again because of hindrance of 

neutron emIssion), giving rise td large high-energy tails on the excita-

tion functions for neutronevapotion reactions. 

It is unfortunate that a simple quantitative investigation of these 

notions is not possible. Probably the most feasible check on the 

quantitative agreement between the experimental data and the ideas 

advanced would be obtaIned via a Monte Ca±lo methOd. It should be noted 

that, although they are not directly applicable to this work, the Monte 

Carlo spallation-fission competition calculations of Doestrovsky, Fraenkel, 

and Rabinowitz are in rather good qualitative agreement with the experi-

mental results;
118 

 In particular, their calculations predict the 

occurrence of fission following evaporation of small particles. 

Before any complete underâtanding of the mechanismsdfheavy_iOn_ 

induced fission can be approached, there is a need for more experimental 

data in several specific areas. In particular, cross sections for 

production of nuclei resulting from charged-particle evaporation are 

definitely needed. As in most regions, these data would be very 

difficult to obtain in the astatine region because of the short electron-

capture and alpha-decay half lives of the xn-evaporation products. Also, 

it would be desirable to have informatibn about total reaction •cross 

sections in order to obtäib a better ideS of the dependence of cross 

section for compound-nucleus fo'mation upon bombarding energy. 
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• 	. 	
APPETICES 	.. 	 ,. .., 	 . 

APPENDIX A. Supplementary Fission-Counting Experiments.... 

1. Faraday Cup Experents 	 ... 

Method • 	 . 

A considerable amOunt of time was spent investigating the properties 

of Faraday cups. In .orde' to obtain accurate absolute cross sections it 

was necessary to determine the validity of the beam-current readings ob. 

tamed by use of the Faraday cup. 

There are three major poss1le sources of error: 

Pickup ofelectrons. When the heav'-ion beam passes through 

absorber or target foils, many electrons are ejected from the foil. If 

these electrons are picked up by the cup, their charges cancel some of 

the positive charge.of the beam particles. This effect yields beam-

current .readings that are top low. 

Los.s of secondary electrons. When the heavy-ion beam strikes 

the Faraday cup many electrons may be ionized and released at the surface 

of the metal. • If these .electrons es.cape from the cup, a higher positive 

current is indicated, as loss of negative charges is equivalent to 

acceptance of positive charge. 

Loss of beam particles. In order to obtain absolute cross 

sections, one shoLd measure the number of particles that strike the 

target. The number of particles absorbed by nuclear reactions is small 

in the thin targets used for these experiments. However, many of the 

beam particles are elastically scattered by the target nuclei. The beam-

current readings are too low if .the Faraday cup does not subtend a large 

enough angle to accept most of these scattered particles. Fortunately, 

the differential scattering cross section decreases very sharply with 

increasing angle (approximately proportional to 1/sin(9/2) for pure 
121 

Rutherford scattering 	
). 	 . 

The first two e.ffects may be eliminated by placing the Faraday cup 

in a magnetic field whose lines of force are perpendicular to the beam 

direction. This curves the paths of electrons attempting to enter or 
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leave the cup. Alternatively, these effects may be removed by applying 

a negative potentialto a grid placed near the entrance to the. cup. This 

repels electrons that would enter or leave the cup. The th.ird effect 

may be minimized by using a cup that subtends a large solid angle 

The experimental method of studying the properties of Faraday cups 

was similar to that used by Fumer. 12  The relative amount of. beam that 

passed through a thin gold target (vaporized onto aluminum .1a'cking) was 

determined by counting the fission fragments emitted at 90 deg to the 

beam. Thus all the bombardments could be normalized to thesame number 

of beam particles. In this way, it was possible to .compare the indicated 

amount of charge collected for a given amount of beam with various 

positions and arrangements of the Faraday cup. The absolute calibration 

of the Faraday cup was . done by counting elastically scattered beam 

particles at small angles to the beam. The measurements by Goldberg and 

Reynolds123  indicate that at .those angles the cross sections for elastic 

scattering are equal to those calculated by use of the Rutherford scatter- 
121 

ing equation. 	 .. 

Assembly 

Many of the supplementary investigatis were performed by using the 

"T" assembly shown in Fig. 43. At the entrance to the assembly, the beam 

was constrained by two 3/16-in.-diam. collimators, 3 in. apart. The 

targets were attached to the center probe of the top plate. The gas-

scintillation chamber and photomultiplier tube were attached to the side 

port at 90 deg to the beam direction. The lever shown just above the gas 

chamber (rig. 1) was attached to a Cf 
252 sample inside the assembly. 

This made it possible to place the sample in front, of the chamber window 

for energy calibrations, without letting the system up to atmospheric 

pressure. This assembly was used for the relative experiments. The 

absolute calibrations were done in the large vacuum tank described in 

Section II. 

Faraday Cup ,  

The Faraday cup used in the calibrations is shown schematically in 

Fig. 20 of Section II. In Fig. 43, only the electrical connector on a 

stationary, unshielded cup is shown (foreground). The copper Faraday 
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ZN.2ZZ6 

Fig. 43. ttTtt assemb1r used in preliminary experiments. 
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cup used in the calibration experiments was 1-3/4 in. long and 9/16 in. 

in diameter. A set of bar magnet surrounded the cup and extended 

1-1/8 in. in front of it. They maintained a magnetic field of 800 to 

1200 gauss (perpendicular to the beam .direction) in the region of the cup. 

The entire unit was attached to a probe which could be adjusted to place 

the cup at various distances behind the target. 

Experimental Results 

The results of the relative experiments are shom in Figs. 44 and 45. 
The upper curve of Fig. 44 gives the .positive charge collected on the 
Faraday cup, with magnets attached, as a function of distance from the 

target. The lower curve shows the charge collected on the. cup when the 

magnets have been removed. Figure 45 isa plot of the current observed 

on the magnets and shielding for a given positive current in the Faraday 

cup. Normally the magnets and shielding are grounded to prevent 

accumulation to electrostatic charge. 

With magnets.surrounding the cup, the amount of charge collected 

appears to decrease slightly as the cup is backed away from the target. 

This is apparently due to loss of particles by elastic scattering in the 

target. The error does not become serious until the cup is beyond about 

15 cm behind the target. This scattering effect would, of course, be more 
serious for thicker targets. When the Faraday cup is near the target, 

the magnets and shielding, which extead 1-1/8 in. in front of the cup, 

receive large amounts of negative current. This is presumably due to 

electrons that have been knocked out of the target and been curved away 

from the Faraday cup. When the cup is backed wway, the solid angle 

subtended decreases, thus lowering the number of electrons picked up for 

a given positive current in the cup. At i'-i- cm the current on the magnets 

and shielding becomes slightly positive, indicating that positive current 

due to scattered beam particles more than cancels the electron current. 

When the magnets are removed from the cup, it appears that a con •-

siderable number of electrons are picked up, partially canceling the 

positive beam-particle currents. This effect decreases as the cup is 

backed away from the target. 
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Fig. 44. Amount of positive charge collected to give. 10 
counts; various arrangements of Faradai cup. 
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Target: 206 4g/cm 2  Au on 1.17 mg/cm Al foil at )-I.5deg 
to beain,bonibardedwith fu1l-energ c12. 
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The absolute calibration of the magnetically shielded Faraday cup 

was done by counting elastically scattered C 
12

particles resulting from 

72.4-Mev C12  bombardment of gold. Using the Ha-2p junction, measure-

ments were nade at lO-deg intervals from 30 to 140 deg, where 

°'scatt"°Ruth drops to approx 0.01. A. plot of scattRuth vs center-of-

mass angle agreed quite well with the results of Goldberg and Reynolds 

for 73.6-Mev C12  on Au, 123  except that between 30 and 50 deg the ratio 

found in this experiment was 1.06±0.04. It is assumed that at tlese 

small angles the scattering cross section is equal to that calculated 

according to the Rutherford equation, and that the factor of 1.06 arises 

from an' error in the Faraday cup reading. This discrepancy is in the 

direction indicating pickup of electrons or scattering of beam particles 

out of the solid angle subtended by the cup. Because of, the mmall size 

of the cup and its magnetic shielding, the latter explanation is much 

more likely. Faraday cup readings obtained in absolute fission-fragment 

counting experiments have been corrected for this error. In arriving at 

the factor of 1.06, account has been taken Of the fact that the average 
' 	 i 	

l211 
equilibrium charge of C 

12 
 particles of this energy s 5.97. 	Also, 

scattering cross sections obtained at forward angles have been corrected 

for the finite angular width of the detector. 125 

2. Target Thickness Effects 

In order to be able to correct for kinetic energy loss and absorption 

of fragmentsin the target material, targets of various thicknesses were 

bombarded and the fission-fragment spectra were observed at 90 deg to the 

beam in the gas scintillation chamber. These experiments were performed 

in the T assembly described in the preceding section of this Appendix. 

The results obtained are shown in Figs. 46 and 47. In Fig. 46, the 

most probable fragment kinetic energy is plotted as a function of effect-

ive thickness of the fissionable material. The term ?t effective  thickness t  

means the target thickness with respect to the counter. In this case, the 

effective thickness was .T2 times the actual thickness because the targets 

were at 45 deg to the beam and the counter was at 90 deg. The kinetic 

energies were determined from the positions of the peaks of the fragment 

kinetic energy spectra in the manner described in Section II. 
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Fig. 46. Most probable fragment kinetic energr as a function 
of effective thickness of fissionable material for gold 
(pure) and uranium (as uF 1) bombarded with 123-Mev C 12  
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nia-hr. per 100 tg/cm2  effective thickness of fissionable 
material as a function of effective thickness. 
Targets: UFj .  on 0.03-mu N; 
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For the pure gold targets, the kinetic energy is not greatly 

reduced over the range of thicknesses studied. It appears, however, 

that the presence of fluoride ions on the uranium target causes the 

kinetic energy loss to be roughly three times as great as for the same 

thickness of gold on a target. This is in qualitative ageement with 

the results of Alexander and Gallagher.126 The curves for kinetic - 

energy vs thickness have been used to correct the kinetic energies 

obtained at various angles and bombarding energies fdr loss in passing 

through the target material. Admittedly, this one set of results should 

not be used for all corrections. At forward angles, the fission fragments 

have higher energies and would be expected to lose more energy in the 

target than at 90 deg or at backward angles.
71,121,128

However, since 

the corrections were small far all targets used to obtain kinetic 

energies, I did not consider it worth while to investigate the target-

thickness effect at all angles. 

Figure 47 shows the number of fragments observed atL90 deg per unit 
effective thickness (to the beam) per unit beam as a function -of effective 

target thickness (to the.counter). If there were no stopping of frag-

ments in the target material or preferential scattering in or out of the 

solid angle subtended by the counter, this would be a constant. Over the 

range of thicknesses studied, the number of fragments from the gold 

targets is constant within experimental .error. However, the number of 

fragments from the UF targets drops off seriously with increasing 

thickness. This is apprent'yanOther manifestation of the greater 

stopping power of the light elements, asshom above in the kinetic energy 

experiments. No corrections for number of fragments as a function of 

target thickness have been applied to the angular distributions obtained 

with the gold targets as, in all cases, their effective thicknesses have 

been less than 300 kg/cm . If angular distributions were obtained by 

using UF )  targets, it would be necessary to use much thinner thargets in 

order to mininiize these effects. 
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APPENDIX B. Fission Model Calculations 

1. Transformations 

Introduction 

In order to theoretically interpret the data from the fission 

counting experiments it is necessary to transform the angular distribu- 

tions and kinetic energies from the laboratory system to the center-of-mass 

system. Because of the nature of the fission process, with its distribu-, 

tions of energies and masses, it is not possible to make an exact 

transformation when the data are obtained with a single counter. It has 

thus been necessary to make siinlifying assuniptions about the distribu-

tion of masses and the variation of total kinetic energy release with 

mass ratio. In order to test the validity of the assumptions made in 

Section II, calculations based on a plausible model have been made. The 

results of these calculations are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

General Transformations 

The calculations are based on a general description of the fission  

reaction similar to that previously used by several authors. 28,88,105,129,130  

Fission is pictured as occurring from a compound system moving with a 

velocity v 	in the direction of the beam. It is assumed that the 
c omp 

velocity vector of the compound system has no component perpendicular to 

the beam direction. The velocity-vector diagram of the fisEion process 

(shown for one of the fragments only) is given in Fig. 48. 

L Ømp 

Y 

Diecii 

Fig. )8. Velocity-vector diagram of fission process. 
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The kinetic energy in the .laboxatory system, Elab of a fraiient of 

energy E and velocity V in the center-of-mass system, emitted at a 

center-of-mass angle Q, is given by 

Elab = E(1+ 2  + 2TI cosQ), 	 ($1 ) 

where 	i•i = v 	/V. comp 

The laboratory-system and center-of-mass system angles ar.e related 

by the expression 

tanG 
s inQ 

= lab 	i + cosQ 
($2 ) 

In transforming an angular distribution from one system to the 

other, it is necessary not only to change the angles as indicated in 

Eq.($2 ), but also to apply a correction factor for the change in solid 

angle. If we have 

(da/dw) cm = (da/& lab 

	

) 	G(r,Qlb), 

where (doj'dw) 	and (da/dw)b represent the differential cross setion
cm  

per unit solid angle in the center-of-mass and laboratory systen 	then 

the solid-angle correction factor, G(11,Qlb), is given by 

	

2 	2 	1/2 
[l- 	s in @1 b 1  

G(r,Q 	)= 	
a 	 (Bli.) 

lab 	rlcosQlb + (l-r sin 2 9 lab 

The derivation of this result plus much more useful information about 

the transormationsis given in a report by Marion, Arnette, and 
131: 

Owens. 

C. Mass-Yield Distributions 

The mass-yield data of Fairhall for 22-Mev deuteron-induced fission 
209 	 - of Bi 	are very closely approximated by a Gaussian function having a 

a 	 full-width at half maximum of 16 mass units and centered at mass 103. 132 

A similar type of distribution, at least in the mass region of high 

yields, has been found for the fission of gold with 115-Mev N14.37 In 

(3) 
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these calculations a Gaussian mass-yield distribution of full width at 

half maximum .of 16 mass units is assumed for the fission of Au197  with 

120-Mev C 
12 
 ions. 

d. Total Kinetic Energy Release 

The variation of total kinetic energy release with mass ratio of the 

fragments is probably the least well known of the functions needed for 

these calculations. One could, as a first approximation, assume that 

over the mall .region of. masses produced in high yield the total kinetic •  

energy release is constant. However, it is probably more meaningful to 

assume that the fragment kinetic energies arise from mutual Coulomb 

repulsion of the fragments following scission. According to this model, 

the fragments are pictured as cotangential charged spheres and the kinetic 

energy release is equal to the electrostatic potential energy of the 

spheres in contact. If one assumes that the charge-to-mass ratio is the 

same for each of the fragments, the average tOtal kinetic energy release 

for various fissioning nuclei is proportional to z2/AV3 r 0 . Terell has 

rather successfully correlated fission kinetic energy release with 

z2/Al/3; however, he notes that the value of r 
0  
needed to fit the 

experimental data is at least 25%  greater than the radius parameter 
22 

obtained from other types of experiments. 	Some of this difference is 

probably due to distortion of the fragments and a tendency f,or protons 

of the two fragments to be separated more than the neutrons, but he 

states that some of the increase is likely due to expansion of the highly ,  

excited fragments. 	. 	. 	 .. 	 . 

For a given fissioning nucleus, the variation of average total 

kinetic energy release with mass ratio is in fair agreement with this 

model, although for fission in the region of uranium and above there 

are definite indications that there is a decrease in kinetic energy 
).i-3,l06,lO7 

release as a mass ratio of unity is approached. . 	No data have. 

been reported on the variation of kinetic energy release with mass .ratio 

in the region of astatine compound nuclei. . For this reason, and for 

simplicit, it is assumed that the Z1Z/(A 	+ A) energy variation 

is obeyed.. 
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In addition to the kinetic energy variations discussed above, it 

has been observed. that. even for a given ratio of masses •  there is a dis-

tribution of kinetic energies rather than a unique energy release for 
13,l06 107 

each mass ratio. 	' 	It is assumed in these calculations that 

this distribution is Guassian, with a full width at half maximum Of 

about 15 Mev. This would seem to be a reasonable assumption on the 

basis of the experimental results mentioned above. 

e. Calculations 

The calculations have been made for the system Au 197  + 120-Mev C12 . 

It is assumed that 

The sum of the mass numbers of the fission fragments is 200. 

The most probable total kinetic energy release for symmetric 

division is 140 Mev. 

The momentum vector of the compound nucleus equals that of the 

bombarding particle. 

The equation for the assumed Gaussian mass-yield distribution is 

P(A) = C exp {-k1 (A0  - A)2], 
	 (B5) 

where P(A) = probability of formation of a fragment of mass number 
A, 

A0  = the mass number of the most probable fragment, and 

C is a normalizing .constant. The parameter k 1  is given by 

=' 	 (B6) 

where a = the full width of the mass-yield distribution at half 

maximum. 

In keeping with the assumptions made above, the most probable total 

kinetic energy release, E as a function of the fraent masse •s and 

charges is given by 

= K.
A+A 	• 	

( B7) 
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(Note: The constant Khas the units of e 2/r, or energy. Its absolute 
value could be calculated from first principles if thernd.dël of 
Coulomb repulsion of charged spheres were strictly invoked. However, 
owing to the deviations from this model that werediscussed above, K 
has been left as a parameter, and adjusted .±o give an ET of 140 Mev 
fOr symmetric fission from the-Au + .C 12  system.) 

If it is assumed that the charge-to-mass ratio is the same for each 

of the fragments of any given event, ET is given in terms of the mass 

number of one of the fragments by 	 - 

Kt- A1(2A-A1) 	
8 

T 	AV3+( 	-A )1/3 	
(B ) 

1 	ol 

In the system of the fissioning nucleus, the magnitudes of the 

momenta of the two fragments are equal. Imposing this condition upon 

• Eq. (B8), one obtains the following expression for the most probable 

kinetic-energy of Fragment 1:  

2  
- 	K' 	

A1(2A -A1 ) 
Em  = 	 . 	 ( B9) 

. 	 'o A '3 	 1/3 
1 	o 1+(2A -A ) 

For each fragment mass there is a Gaussian kinetic energy probability 

distribution centered about E 1 . Thus for a fragment of mass number Al. 

the probability of its having a kinetic energy between E1  and E1  + dE is 

equal to 	 where. 	• 	. 	- 

	

= C t  exp [-k 
2 
 (E 	E1 ) 2 }, 	 (BlO) 

E1  is given by Eq.(B9), C t  is a normalizing constant,and k 2  is a 

function of the width of the energy distribution. It is assumed that the 

sumof the full widths at half maximum of the energy distributions of 

complementary fragments A, and A 2  is 20 Mev, and that. -the width of each 

individual distribution is proportional to its most probable energy. From 

these assumptions we have 

)41n2 

(bA o l 
/A )2 
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The mass-yield and kinetic energy distributions hBve been combined 

to give a combined probability surface. The probbility of occurrence 

of a fragment of mass number between A and A + dA, and .of kinetic energy 

between E and E + dE, is proportional to P(E,A)dEdA, where 

	

P(E,A) = cc' 	exp [-k1 (A0  - A) 2 ] exp [-k 2( - E) 2 ]. 	(B12) 

This expression is the result of combining Eqs. (35) and (BlO). It is 

	

necessary to include the factor 	in order to make the integrated 

probabilities of complementary fragments equal. The constants CC' have 

been adjusted to yield a probability of unity for symmetrit division 

(A = 100) with an energy per fragment of 70 Mev. The probability surface 

is represented by a contour diagram in Fig. 49. In order to avoid 

confusion, only a few of the calculated contour lines are shown. 

From the assumption of full mobientum transfer by the bombarding 

particle to the compound nucleus, the value of q is a funtion only of 

the .ratio A/E of the fragment, and is given by 

	

2 = Ad: EC12 	

() 	
(313) 

comp 

Lines of constant n 2  have been included in Fig. 49. 
It is easier to obtain the probability distribution of rj if one first 

transforms the probability surface of Fig. 49 to cylindrical coordinates, 

i.e., 

E = rsinQ; A = .rcosQ; and P(E,A) = z. 	 (Blli.) 

(Note: The angle @ used here is not to be .confued with the Q's that 
represent angle with respect to the beam direction.) 

In this representation, the lines of constant 71 2  are simply lines of 

constant 9, and the relative probability of occurrence of a value between 
2 	2 	2 	 2 

r and r + d(r ) is p(r1 2 )d(rl ), where 

P(i1 2 ) 	sin9fP(EA)rdr 	 (B15) 

where 9 is constant and given by the relation 
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Fig. 49.  Contour diagram of the probability surface, P(E,A). 
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2 Ac12 EC12 

= 	2 	
cotQ. 

A C Ofl 

The factor sin 2Q arises from 

ACl2 EC12 

dQ 	- 	2 	•2 sinG 	A 
comp 

(B16) 

(Bl7) 

• When ubtitutb 	±é:made in Eq. (B15) from the transformations 

of (Bl!), the expression for p( 2 ) becomes 

2 
(/2+E2 

 Lax 

) 	2 2 f 
0 

p(E,A)VA2+7 d(VE27) 
(B18) 

where the ratio A/E is given by Eq. (313). 
2 

The probability distribution for ii  was obtained by graphically 

performing the integrations of Eq. (B18) for many values of T1 2 In 

practice, the integration was carried out only in the regions in which 

P(E,A) > 0.005. The resulting distribution of q is shown in.Fig. 50. 

The average value c i r12 ) was obtained graphically according to the 

equation 

/ 2\ 
- I 	

(Tj  

\ /• - f P(TI 

	 (Bl9) 

It is to be observed that < 2> is slightly greater than the value of 

r corresponding to the most probable mode of. symmetric fision 

(11) sym' • 	 • 	2 	 . 
The distribution of i-  was then used to investigate the transformation 

of angular distributions between the center-of-mass and laboratory systems. 

The center-of-mass angular distribution shown in Fig. 51 was asumed for 

all fragments, regardless of r value. The assumed angular distribution 
is approximately the same as that observed for 123-Mev C 12  fiaion of 

Au197  (see Section 10. This angular distribution was transformed to the 
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Fig. 51. Assumed center-of-mass angular distri1ution (for all 
T values). 
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laboratory systemby using .12  values of .0.03, 0.03, ..., 0.08. The 

resulting angular distributions in the laboratory system for each value 
2 

of 1  were multiplied by 	2 
T +0.005 

I 
1 2 0005 

and summed to obtain the total angular distribution shown in Fig. 52. 

This angular distribution was then converted back to the centerof-mass 

system by using the single value of 1  equal to <1 2 >. Comparison of 

the resulting curve, shown in Fig. 53, with the input center-of-mass 

angular distribution of Fig. 51 indicates that, to a very good approxina-

tion, transformation of the total angular distribution fronrtbe 

laboratory system to the center-of-mass system by using the average 

value of 12  faithfully reproduces the center-of-mass distribution for 

the wIde range of 1  values. Of course, this will not be .true if ttie 

center-of-mass distributions are different for different values of 1 

However, Knox et al. have analyzed their results in the Au191  + 160-Mev 

0 ° system by assuming a constant fragment mass and dividing the energy 

spectra into various energy groups, and obtaining a center-of-mass angular 

distribution for each energy group. 99  Within the limits of error, all the 

angular distributions are the same, adding support to the assumption of 

the same angular distribution in the center-of-mass system for groups of 

different 1  values. 

The kinetic energy spectrum of fragments in the center-of-mass 

system is obtained by integrating P(E,A)dA along lines of constant E. 

The resulting spectrum is shown in .Fig. 54. Note that the peak of this 

distribution corresponds to the most probable kinetic energy per fragment 

assumed for symmetric division. It has been assumed in Section II that 

in the laboratory system the most probable kinetic energy at a given 

angle corresponds to the energy per fragment upon symmetric division. 

Because of the great number of graphical integrations necessary, no 

attempt has been made to transform the kinetic energy spectrum to various 

angles of the laboratory system. However, rough calculations indicate 

that the assumption remains valid when the transformations are performed.. 
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f. Other Factors 

Because of the large number of variables present in beam-induced 

fission it has been feasible to treat only those considered most impor-

tant. However, it should be pointed out that there are several others 

which would have to be considered if a rigorous analysis were attempted. 

The effects of neutrons have been neglected except for the 

assumption that the sum of the fission-fra@nent masses is nine units 

less than the mass of the compound nucleus. Also, the emission of heavy 

particles from the compound, nucleus prior to fission ha,s been ignored. 

This process could have the effect of giving the compound nucleus a 

velocity - component perpendicular to the beam direction, whereas it was 

assumed that we have p conip = pC--'- . Even the assumption of formation of 
 - 

a compound nucleus may not be justified in all cases. For example, 

Alexander
100 

 has found evidence for fission from non-compound-nucleus 

reactions in the system u238 + c12 . Hover, as discussed in Section IV, 
197 	12 	. . 

the experiments of this work in the Au 	+ C system indicate full 

momentum transfer by the bombarding particle to the fissioning system, 

implying formation of a compound nucleus.  

No mention has been made of the possibility of ternary fission, 

i.e., division of the nucleus into three massive fragments. This is, 

not expected to be an important process in this region of compound 

nuclei. (Note added in preparation: Recent information from H. M. 

Blann indicates that the full width of the mass-yield distribution at 

half maximum is approx. 27 mass units for fission of gold with 120-Mev 
12 	 116 

C 	particles. 	This
- 
 is considerably larger than the value assumed 

in the calculations in this section, and would broaden the probability 

distributions. -  However, it would not change any of the conclusions 

drawn from results of the calculations.) 
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2. Level-Density.. Calculations 

According to the calculations of Ericson and Strutinski, 3  the 

density of levels of spin jin a compound nucleushaving excitation.energy 

E and nuclear temperature T is given by 

p. = p (2j+l) exp[- 2 j(j+l)/2] 	 (B20) 

where p = dnsity of levels of zero spin. The nuclear moment of inertia, 

, is assumed to be equal to the rigid-body moment of inertia (_ 

This equation may be derived from two different approaches. On one 

hand, the functional form of Eq. (B20) is obtained on very general 

grounds if j is the sum of a large number of component vectors oriented 

at random in space. This is simply a random-walk problem. The actual 

expression for p. given in Eq. (B20) with constants was obtained by the 

assumption that collective rotational energy áf a nucleus is not available 

for intrinsic excitations. This assumption gives rise to the Boltzman 

factor involving the rotational energy, exp [-h 2j(j+l)/2!T]. 

In order to obtain a quantitative notion of the importance of the 

effects of level densities upon spallation reactions, calculations were 

made according to Eq. (B2). The results of these calculations are 

given in Table B-I. In making the calculations, it :was assumed that 

(10E/A.) 1/ 2 . 	. 	. 	 . 

Table B-I. Densities of levels of various spins 

Most probable . 

E(Mev) spin, . 511 0  Pio/' Po  P20/P0  P1 0/P0  
m.p. 

5 8.3 9.1 . 	 lO.li 2.87 0.0024 

10 10 9.6 12.8 6.2 0.051 

15 11.1 9.9 14.O 8.8 0.1911. 

•20 12 .10 14.8 10.8 O.145 

11.0 111.. 11. 10.3 16. 11. 16.0 2.02 

60 16 7  lO.4 17.2 19.2 11..05 
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Note that (l)the most probable spin value is an. increasing function 

of energy and (2), at the lower excitation .energies, .5./p drops off 

'rapidly with inóeasing 'jabove j 	There is some question as to the 

:proper value to use 'for '. The large body of data obtained from the 
study of ground-state rotational''barids of spheroidally deformed nuclei 

indicates that'is much smaller than the rigid-body value. If the lower 

value of were used in Eq.. (B20) the level-density distributiqns would 

'be shifted to lower values of j and a more drastic difference between 

distributions at low excitation energy and those at high energy would be 

obta med. 

APPENDIX C. Decay Properties of the Astatine Isotopes 

1. Introduction' 

in order to accurately determine the .amounts Of the various 

astatine isotopes produced in the Pt + N 1  nuclear reactions, it was 

necessary to know their half lives and alpha/EC branching ratios. In 

many cases,:  the branching ratios had not been determined. Thus it.was 

necessary in the course of this work to determine some.of thesevalues. 

The .alpha-branching ratios were determined by observation of the number 

of alpha particles emitted by the astatine isotopes and by their polonium 

'daughters. In most cases, these data were obtained., as by-products of the 

cross-section experiments and not from experiments designed..speifically 

for the study of decay properties. During the progress of this work, 

similar investigations were made by .Latimer and Thomas. 35  The final 

values used for the branching ratios were obtained by comparison with 

their results and by selection of either the ave'age value oi the one 

determined with the highest accuracy. 

The values used for the half lives,, alpha-particle energies, and 

percentage decay by alpha emission are listed in Table C-I. In Table 

C-Il are listed .the'decay properties of the polonium isotopes, upon 

which most of the astatine alpha-branching values are based. More 

'detailed accounts of some of the investigations are given in the follow-

ing paragraphs.  
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Table C-I. Decay properties of the astatine isotopes 

Isotope Half-life Ref. E (Mev) Ref. Alpha branching Ref. 
a 

(%.) 

At 202  3.0±0.2 min 32 6.231 (36%) 32 I2.0±0.4L a 
6.133 (61%) 

At203  7.4±0.3 min 32 6.086 32 13.8±0.3 35 
At20 9.3±0.2 min 32 5.950 32 a 

At205  26.2±0.5 mm. 32 5.899 32 18.4±0.6 a 

At 20°  295±0.6 min a 5.699 32 0.88±0.08 a 

At207  107.8±2.7 min a 5.750 32 10 	. 133 

At208 1.6±0.2 hr 134  5.65 11 0.555±0.055 ll 

At209  5.5 hr 133 5.61 2 13 "5 133 

At211  .7.20 hr 13 5.89 133 10.9 142 

aD d in this work with collaboration of Latimer and Thomas. 35  

Table C-Il. Decay properties of the polonium isotopes 

Isotope Half-life .Ref.a E 	(.Mev) Ref.a  Alpha branching 
(%) 

Ref.a 

131 Po202  51±3 min 13 1  5.575 2 

P0203  min 1 5 5.8 15 --- 
p020l 212±2 min b 5.370 0.63 120 

Po205  1.8 hr 5.21±0.01 0.0±0.016 16 
206 Po 8.8 da 136 5.218 131 5±1 137 

P0207  5.7 hr. 5.10±0.02 r. m14 17 
p0208 

2.93±0.03 yr 5.109 100 

P0209  103 yr 4.86 99+ 
211 

Po 0.52 sec 7.142 100 
(p-stable) 	. . 

8 Eere specific references have not been given, references to the 
original literature.ma.y be found in Ref. 1 1i-li-. 	 . 

bDtid.thi work with cbflaboration of Latimer and Thomas.35 
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2. At207  

Astatine-207 was first reported by Barton, Ghiorso,, and Penman, who 

found the half life to be approx 2 hr. 133  From the counting rate of the 

electron-capture daughter, Po21,. and the number of alpha particles 

emitted by At 201, they estimated the alpha branching to be about 10%. 

As the authors point out, thére:n,7 be considerable uncertainty in this 

value, as the counting efficiency of the P0201  radietions was not pre-

cisely kno. Later reports list the half life of At 201  as 107±5 mm 13  

and 108±5 min) 35  The energy of the elpha particles was found by Hoff, 

Aaro, and Per1man to be 5.750 .Mev. 32  

The half lifefor At 201  dethrmined in this work is 107±2.7 mm. This 

value was obtained by a least -mean-s quare fit of the decay of the 5.15-

Mev alpha group of several of the btter experiments (note Fig. 55). 

3. At 6  

Barton, Ghiorso, and Penman have reported a 2.6-hr. half life for 

this isotbpe, which dcays by electron capture. 133  No direct radIations 
206 

from At 	were observed, but the half life was determined by separating 
206. 

and counting the alpha-particle radiations of its daughter, P0 	. This 

work was substantiated by Stoner, who found the half life to be.2.9±0.4 

hr. 13  The alpha-decay branching is thought to be extremely small, as 

no alpha group with that half life has been observed. 

Hoff, Asaro, and Perlman recently reported an alpha group of 5.699 

Mev energy from At206  which decays with a half life of 21.7±2.6 mm. 32  

This isotope was produced by the reaction Au197(C12,3n)At206. They 

report no evidence for production of .  the 2.6-hr activity. 

In this study, the resolution of the alpha-particle pulse-height 

analyzer was not good enough to separate the 5.699-Mev group emitted by 

At 2°  from the 5.7544ev particles of At 207. Thus the combined activities  

were observed as a function of time and resolved by analysis of the decay 

curve. An example of the decay curves obtained is shown in Fig. 55. A 

least-squares analysis of several of the curves for which the statistics 
206  were good yielded a value of 29.5±0.6 min for the At 	half life. This 
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value has been used in calculating the reaction cross sections. 

The alpha-branching ratio was determined by counting the alpha 

particles of Po 
206 several hours after isolation of the astatine. In 

calculating the At206  branching ratio, values of 8.8 days136 and 5%137 
206 

have been used for the Po 	half life and percentage decay by alpha 

emission, respectively. The value obtained is 0.88±0.08%. 

No evidehce for a longer-lived At 2°  was observed. Since the count- 
206 

ing rates obtained from the alpha particles of Po 	were always quite 

low, it was not possible to observe its growth. Thus an experiment was 

designed specifically to look for any long-lived At 
206

isomer. A stack 

of foils consisting of three eletroplated platinum targets (enriched in 

Pt198) was bombarded with N ions for approx 3 hr. At the end of bom-

bardment, recoil catchers containing the astatine products were divided 

into two portions. The astatine fraction from one half of each recoil 

catcher was isolated approximately 20 min after the end of bombardment, 

and decay of the various astatine isotopes was followed in the alpha-

particle pulse-height analyzer. About two hours later, astatine from the 

other halves of the catchers was separated and the samples pulse-height 

analyzed. Later, the alpha-particle radiations emitted by t1l the samples 

were counted for long periods of time in order to obtain good statistics 

on the amount of Pa 2°  on each. The samples from the two halves of each 

recoil catcher were normalized to the same chemical yields by use of the 
205  

amounts of At 	activity observed on each in the early, short counts. 

The results of this experiment make It possible to set the following 

upper limits on the ratios of 2.6-hr At 206/29 . 5_min  At206 at the 

indicated N1  bombardingenergies: 75 Mev, 0.04; 91.5 Mev, 0.022; 

103 Mev, 0.031. 

ii.. At20_Po20 

In 1951 1  Barton, Ghiorso, and Perlman133  reported the discovery of 

At2°  . The half life, about 24 mm, was determined by "milking" experi-

ments in which polonium was xtracted from the astatine at short intervals. 

Each of the polonium samples was allowed to decay for 5 hr before a 
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bismuth fraction was removed From the amount of Bi 20  present in the 
2014 

various samples, it was possible to determine the half life of At 	. Nc 

alpha decay was observed from this isotope, but, unless the alpha/EC 

bianching is quite large, the alpha group from At 20  would probably have 
209 	204 

been covered by a very intense group from .At . The At 	atoms were 
209 

formed in 150-Mev He + Bi 	reactions. 

Recently Hoff, Asaro, and Perlman have reporteda 5.950-Mev alpha 

group, 32  decaying with a half life of 9.3±0.2 mm, which they attribute 

to At2°.  This activity was produced by the reaction Au197(C12,5n)At20. 

They report no evidence for production of a 24-min isomer by this 

reaction. 

In the experiments reported herein, it was not possible to separate 

the 5.95-Mev alpha particles of At20  from the intese 5.899 -Mev group of 
205  At 	. However, semilogarithmic plots of the counting rate of the corn- 

bined activities as a function of time could be resolved into one component 

of approx .26-min half life (At205 ) and another of half lire 9±1 mm, 

presumably the 9.3-min At20 of Hoff et al. The growth of the 5.37-Mev 
.201i 

alpha particles from Po 	indicated a parent of 10±5 -min half life. 

This figure could not be determined with much accuracy because of the 

small number of 5.37-Mev alpha counts observed during the short counts 

taken immediately after preparation of the astatine samples. 

From the number of alpha particles emitted by th .3-min .At20  and 

its daughter, 
p0204  it was possible to caJ,culate the percentage of alpha 

decay of At2°  . In order to make this calculation, it was necessary to 

use the half life and alpha-branching ratio of P0 2°  . T1iehalf life has 

been found to be 212±2 mm. This is in good agreement with earlier 

determinations of 3.8 hr138  and 3.5 hr. 8  The percentage decay by alpha 

emission has been estimated as about 1%,138  and 1.2±0.I%.139 Since both 

these values have been estimated from the yields of nuclear reactions 

and the expectedcross sections, neither value is considered to be very 

accurate. Instead, a value of 0.63%, determined from the observed total 

half life and the partial alpha-decay half life, predicted .from.alpha- 
l20l1.0 

decay systematics, has been used. 	' 	This analysis yields a value of 
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.4.4±0.2% for the percentage decay by alpha-particle emission by At 204 

This value is based on results of this study in addition to those of 

Latimer and Thomas. 35  
20)4.  

The growth of Pa 	alpha activity gave no indication of the presence 
201k 

of a 24-mm. isomer of At 	; however, as noted above, the statistics were 

quite poor on the early counting rates of Po2o4.  alpha particles. Because 

of this, an experiment was designed for more careful observation of a 

24-mm isomer. A 0.00025-in natural platinum foil was bombarded with 

nitrogen ions of 59 to  77 Mev energy. This was allowed to stand for 

about 45 min after the end of the bombardment in order that the 9.3-mm 
204. 

At 	would have essentially completely decayed before separation of the 

astatine. The astatine fraction was then isolated from the polonium 

fraction by means of the double vaporization procedure discussed in 

Section III. The alpha particles emitted by the sample were observed in 
20)-i- 

an alpha-particle pulse-height analyzer, and no growth of P0 	alpha 

activity was seen From the amount of At 207  present in the sample and 

the ratio of 9.3-mm At204./At207  produced in other bombardments done 

under these conditions, it was possible to set an upper limit of 0.07 

on the ratio of the yield of 24-mm isomer to that ofthe 9.3-min isomer. 
20)-i- 

This value is independent of the Pc 	alpha-branching ratio. 
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